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104COHERENT ANTI-STOKES RAMAN SPECTROSCOPY OF ACETYLENE CLUSTERS
CHAPTER IINTRODUCTION
The study of molecular clusters has been actively pursued in the
past decade due to the importance of clusters in understanding basic
properties of matter such as bonding, energy transfer, and reactivity
as well as for a wide range of applied problems.1 At the most basic
level,the work has centered on the investigation of the formation
and properties of clusters,with the hope that some insight into
the molecular aspects of condensation from the gaseous to the bulk
state can be obtained.
Nonequilibrium techniques are especially usefulin producing
large amounts of clusters. A free jet expansion is probably the most
convenient way of generating aggregates whose size distribution can
be varied from dimerto10
10
molecular units or more simply by
controlling the inlet pressure Po,the temperature To,and the size
of the nozzle diameter D. Use of a monatomic carrier gas to enhance
the clustering provides additional control variables such as the mole
fraction xi, flow velocity, and the collision cross section, although
there is no evidence for a straightforward relation between these
parameters and thesizeofclusters.
2-4Other methodsofmaking
clusters include "matrix isolation "5 in which the sample gas, diluted
in a inert carrier gas, is rapidly condensed onto a cold substrate to
form aggregates,and the so-called "diffusive trapping"technique
where a condensable gas is diffused into a cold chamber containing2
inert gases to promote condensation and to slow diffusion. The latter
technique is a recent development used for cluster studies by FTIR
spectroscopy.
6-8
The study of small clusters (2-100 units), by using the combined
techniques of free jet expansion and various forms of high resolution
spectroscopy,hasbeenveryactiveandhasprovideddetailed
informationaboutthestructuresanddynamicsofthesesmall
molecular aggregates.
9-11Extension to large clusters (100-10
10
)has
been slower. Although these spectroscopic methods can be applied to a
wide range of cluster sizes,in practice the spectra quickly become
toocongestedtoberesolvedintoindividualrovibrational
transitions as the size of the clusters increases. As a result,the
detailed characterization of the large clusters is far from routine.
Nevertheless,theselargeclustersareofconsiderableinterest
especially in understanding condensation processes and in studying
size effects on cluster properties such as the internal structure,
thermodynamic properties,and lattice dynamics.Stein12 has termed
such "ultrafine" particles of 1-100 nm diameter a "fifth state" of
matter because the surface to bulk ratio is large and this may result
in new crystalline structures and physical properties.
Large clusters also play an importantrolein a number of
practical problems. For example,the nucleation and growth of small
metal particles on substrates is very important for thin film and
solid state devices. During the 1970s researchers in Japan developed
30 nm ultrafine particles of magnetic alloys for use in magnetic
13
tape. They found that an ultrafine particle medium made from an3
metal alloy exhibited excellent performance in recording. Clouds and
other forms of "small particle" aerosols playan important role in
the behavior of planetary atmospheres. In the earth's atmosphere, the
formation of solid aerosols, hail, and acid rains are all believed to
beinitiatedbylargeclusters.'2'14Onotherplanetsthe
temperatures are sufficiently low to promote both heterogeneous and
homogeneous nucleation and subsequent condensation ofmany gases,
including H0, NH ,CHCHand CH .15-16
2 32 2'4 2' 4
To date,the principal tool to explore the phase and ordering
of large clusters has been electron diffraction, where the scattering
patterns have been used to deduce molecular packing,cluster size,
temperature, and density for crystalline aggregates of molecules like
CH4'
N2'
CO ,H
2
0,C
6
H6, ,SF6'
C
2
H2'
17-21
etc. Very recently,in our 2
laboratories at Oregon State University, high resolution Stimulated
Raman Scattering (SRS) has been successfully applied to the study of
N
2clusters formed in N
2and N
2/He expansions. The observations show
the formation of liquid microdrops which supercool and transform to
0-phase solid as the samples move away from the nozzle.In colder
He-seeded expansions, the 0-phase solid undergoes phase transition to
a partially annealed a-phase solid. This was the first spectroscopic
study of well-defined phase changes in a jet as one probes along the
expansionaxis,andcomparisonwithequilibriumdatapermitted
determination of mean size (-20 nm) and thermodynamic temperature of
the clusters.
22
Such measurements oftheinternal"thermodynamic"
temperatureofaclustercannotbeachievedeasilybyother
techniqueseventhoughtheyareofcriticalimportancein4
understanding the condensation process.
Inthisthesis,wereporttheextensionofthisworkto
acetylene clusters by means ofthe CARS technique.Acetyleneis
condensed more readily than nitrogen duetothe higher freezing
temperature which permits the formation of all different condensed
phases,anditshydrogenbondingcharactermayresultinthe
formationofdifferentstructuresofclusters.Therefore,the
thermodynamic properties such as internal energy, characterized by a
temperature,aswellaskineticpropertiessuchasratesof
transitions among different phases are of considerable interest to
investigate.
In chapter II of this thesis,theoretical aspects of the CARS
technique and of a supersonic free jet expansion are reviewed.A
discussion is also given of the process of the cluster formation in
jets based upon classical nucleation theory.
In chapter III,the experimental setups of the CARS for both
the equilibrium samplesand the jet samples are presented.
TheapplicationoftheCARStechniquetotheresearchof
molecular aggregates of acetylene is described in chapters IV and V.
Chapter IV provides the thermodynamic properties of the acetylene
molecule and the CARS spectra of the equilibrium samples of acetylene
which are used to aid in the interpretation of the cluster features
seeninjets.Thischapteralsoprovidesadiscussionofthe
applicability of the CARS technique to the matrix isolated samples.
Chapter V presents experimental results in which acetylene clusters
produced in jets from neat and seeded expansions are studied in both5
the v
1and v
2vibrational regions. The effect of expansion conditions
ontheformationandthepropertiesofacetyleneclustersare
interpreted in terms of homogeneous nucleation theory and isentropic
expansions.In addition,a theoretical modeling of the solid-solid
phase transition rate to give a crude estimate of cluster size is
described.CHAPTER IITHEORETICAL REVIEW
Theory of CARS
General Description
6
When an electric fieldis applied to a molecular system,a
polarization P is induced which can be expressed as
P = x
(1)
E + x
(2)
E.E + x
(3)
E.E.E + (2-1)
Here E is the electric field and x
(i)
the dielectric susceptibility
tensor of rank i+1.Normally,the higher order susceptibilities are
negligiblysmallcomparedtox
(1)
,soonlythefirsttermis
important. The first term is linear in the field and is all that is
needed for a description of the propagation and dispersion of light,
including absorption and refraction at low field. However, when the
applied electric field is sufficiently intense, for example, at the
focus of a Q-switched laser beam,the higher order terms are large
enough to be important.The term involving x
(2)is nonzero only in
noncentrosymmetricmedia,suchasKD P(potassiumdideuterium
phosphate)whichisusedasafrequency doubleraswellasa
Q-switch material.x
(2)
iszero forliquid and gassamples.The
third-order nonlinear susceptibility x
(3)
is the lowest order term
which is nonzero for all materials and itis responsible for the
various types of nonlinear Raman Spectroscopy.7
Coherent Anti-Stokes Raman Scattering (CARS),an example of a
four-wave mixing process, has received more attention thanany other
nonlinear Raman technique. The physical aspect of the CARSprocess is
the excitation of Raman active vibrations or rotations of a molecule
in the field of two laser beams of frequencies w
1
and w2,tuned such
thatw -wmatchesthe molecularresonance.Sinceitwasfirst
12
demonstrated by Maker and Terhune in 196523,CARS has been used to
study many optically transparent solid,liquid, and gaseous samples.
With the developmentof high powertunablelasersintheearly
1970's, CARS has become much more practical. Detailed descriptions of
theCARStechniquehavebeen giveninmanyreviews
24-31
hence
onlya brief outline of the theory is presented in this thesis.
A schematic diagram for the CARS process is illustrated in Fig.
2-1.As shown in Fig.2-1(a),two incoming beams at frequencies wi
and w
2are focused in a sample and generate a laser-like output at
anti-Stokes frequency If If the frequency difference between the two
input waves,wl-w2,matches a frequency of molecular vibration or
rotation,the Raman scattering of a molecule can be significantly
enhanced in a coherent fashion to yield a strong signal as is shown
in Fig. 2-1(b). Mixing of the two light waves in any sample can also
produce a nonresonant CARS signal(Fig.2-1(c)) which is nearly
frequency-independent.Thusa background signalarisesfromthe
contributionofelectronicsusceptibilityandremoteRaman
resonances,a feature which can limitthe detectability of weak
resonant signals.Since CARSisa nonlinear process,pump power
fluctuationsresultinlargesignalfluctuations.DespiteitsWi Beam
C(J2 Beam
A
A
CJ2
CJi
8
CJ3CARS signal
A
CJi
632
CJi
V
(b) (c)
Fig. 2-1(a) Schematic diagram of CARS process
(b) Resonant interaction of CARS
(c) Nonresonant interaction of CARS9
experimentalcomplexity,CARShassignificantadvantagesover
the spontaneous Raman scattering method.One attractive aspect of
a CARS experiment is that the output signal is coherent and highly
directional.Thisresultsin greater collection efficiency and
enables the spatial filtering of the signal from the input laser
beams.It also means that the spectral resolution of the experiment
is limited by the laser linewidths, not the dispersing element and
therefore,highresolutionspectroscopy (0.1cm-1orless)is
quitefeasible.Theanti-StokesnatureoftheCARSsignalis
beneficial for the eliminationofbackground fluorescence of
Stokes type. Above all,the CARSsignalismuch stronger (- X105)
than the corresponding spontaneous Raman signal due to the non-linear
intensity dependence.All these advantages make CARS a useful tool
for various applications of spectroscopy, especially where the high
sensitivity and resolution are needed.
Table 2-1 contrasts the signal power dependence of CARS compared
with normal Raman method.
Table 2-1CARS Peak Power Dependence Compared with Normal Raman
Scattering
CARS Normal Raman
Signal
Number density
Raman cross section
Laser power
Line width
P(w )
as
N
2
(dT/d0)2
P(w )2P(w )
1 2
1/r
2
P
N
(dT/d52)
P
1/r10
Phase Matching
In order to produce strong coherent w
3
signals,the incident
beams must be aligned sothatthethree-wave mixing processis
properlyphased.Theconditionofphasematchingis,
2k
1
k
2
k
3
= 0(Ak=0) (2-2)
kis the wave vector with a magnitude of n w/c where nis the
refractive index at frequency wi and Ak is the magnitude of phase
mismatch.If this condition is satisfied,the total momentum of the
absorbed photons equals that of the two emitted photons, and there is
no net momentum transfertothe molecule.Thus the CARS process
returns the molecule to its initial state, and confers no momentum to
it. Fig. 2-2 shows two examples of phase matching geometries for CARS
experiments.In arrangement ofFig.2-2(a),alltheinput beams
propagate collinearly in the same direction, resulting in high signal
levels due to a long interaction distance.However,this geometry
gives relatively poor spatial resolution and makes it difficult to
achieve a signal separation from the input beams, especially at low
Raman shifts.
An alternative method which permits large angular separationof
allbeams,whilestillsatisfyingphasematchingrequirements,
is depicted in Fig.2-2(b).This technique, named BOXCARS, because
of the shape of its phase matching diagram, was first introduced by
32 Eckbreth in 1978. In this method, all the beams meet only at one11
1Z k,
(a)
(b)
(c)
Fig. 2-2CARS phase matching diagram
(a) Collinear geometry
(b) BOXCARS geometry
(c) 3-D plot of folded BOXCARS geometry12
point which is the focal point of a focusing lens. Even with theloss
of signal by a factor of -10 because of a short interaction length,
the BOXCARS configuration, or better, a folded variant (Fig. 2-2(c)),
givesseveralbenefits.First,sinceeach beam propagatesata
different angle,the signal can be spatially isolated from the rest
of waves.This is important especially for the low frequency CARS
region where optical filters can not be used. Secondly, the sampling
volume can be well defined; the typical dimension is estimatedas a
cylinder of -0.1 mm diameter and -1 mm length (when the lens focal
length is 300 mm). Thirdly, since the CARS process occurs only at the
point of beam crossing which is in the middle of the sample cell,
there are no nonresonant contributions from cell windowsor air
outside the cell.
CARS Signal
TheCARSsignal isgeneratedthroughthethird-order
nonlinear susceptibility x
(3)
which has the form
24
CARS'
c
4
N N du.
= +E (3) NR if f 1 x )
X
CARS i , f
4hw
4
(Wfi
-W
1
+(,) -irfi
)(dO
2 2
(2-3)
where h is Planck's constant divided by 2n,c the speed of light,
and Nthe number density.r and da /d0 arethe Raman transition
linewidth and crosssection,respectively.x
NR
isacontribution
fromthenonresonantelectronicsusceptibility.Thisx
(3)
term
CARS
determines the signal intensity via the relationI(W
3
) = k1xCARS (3)12 1(w
1
)2 I(w
2
)
13
(2-4)
where I(w
1
)and I(w
2
)are the intensities of the w
1and w
2
input
beams and k is a collection of constants. Basedupon Eq.(2-4) we can
see that the CARS signal is proportional to the intensity product
I(W )
2I(W
2
),thus there are large gainsin using high peak power
pulsed lasers focused to give very high intensities. Eq.(2-4) also
reveals that the CARS signal depends quadraticallyon x
(3)
and hence
CARS
is second order both in the number density and in the reciprocal of
the linewidth. Laser powers for the CARS experimentare limited by
problems of sample breakdown or generation of stimulated scattering.
Typical values are 1-10 MW for gases and 0.01-0.1 MW for liquids and
solids. The number density is -103 larger in liquids and solids, but
the broader linewidth (x100) for these samples makes the CARS peak
intensity comparable to that of gases. The constant k is found tobe
k
256n
4
w
2
sin(1kl /2)
3
z
2(
nznn c
4
Ak1/2
12 3
(2-5)
where n is the index of refraction,z the interaction distance, and
the last term in brackets is a phase matching factor which will be
unity if the beams are correctly phased.
Thesusceptibilit
(3) y containsresonantandnonresonant
XCARSparts,
(3) R NR
= X+ X X
CARS
14
(2-6)
wherex
NR
isrealaslongastherearenovisibleelectronic
absorptions in the region of w
1
,w
2
or w3.The resonant part x
R
can
be further separatedinto realand imaginary components so that
(3) NR
=X' x X
CARS (2-7)
The imaginary part x" is associated with the normal Raman transition
probability,the real part x' with the nonlinear refractive index.
These are given as
where
X"
A
hw
4
dQ
4ANA
4A
2
+r
2
ANT
4A
2
+r
2
2c
4
(
do
2
(2-8)
A = w
3-(W
1-W
2
),and N is the population difference between iand f
levels.The general forms of x',x",and XNR are plotted in Fig.
2-3(a). Since CARSspectradependsquadraticallyon the
susceptibility, we square x
(3)
CARSto obtain15
(b)
(c)
IXCARS (3)
?(NR
KxNR
2
1111111111111 II II
-6 -3 0 3 6 9
A / r
Fig. 2-3Bandshape of a CARS signal (A=w3-(wl-w2), r=line width)
(a) Behavior of x', x", and XNR
(b) CARS signal when XNR = 0
(c) CARS signal when XNR * 0Ix(3)12 (x,)2 2x,xNR (xNR)2 (x")2
CARSI
16
(2-9)
If the nonresonant contributions are negligible,a CARS band would
look much like a normal Raman band shape, which isproportional to
(x")2as shown in Fig. 2-3(b). On the other hand, with thepresence
of
NR
term,the CARS spectrum will look different. The term (
xNR)2
basically contributes a baseline, while the term X'XNRdistorts the
band shape and leads to a minimum in the spectrum,as illustrated in
Fig. 2-3(c).
The above picture applies for a single Ramanresonance, that is,
a band which is well separated from other bands. However,if there
are other resonances nearby, there will be significant interferences
among closely spaced spectrallines,which also resultsin band
distortion.A good example is the case of Q-branch CARS spectra,
where interferences among various vibrational-rotational linesare
present.Fig.2-4 shows an experimentalCARS spectrum of an 0
2
Q-branch. This overlapping band interferencecan cause the frequency
and intensity of a peak to be different from its true valuesand thus
correctionsareneededifonewantsveryaccuratetransition
frequencies.
Asmentionedearlier,sincetheCARSsignalscalesas
the square of the number density difference ofthe twolevels
andf,therewillbeasignificantincreaseinthedetection
sensitivity as we coolthe sample and concentrate population in
fewer states. In Fig. 2-5, calculated stick spectraare shown of CARS17
15451 , 1 1 1 1I , 1 I, ,
1548 1551 1554 1557 1560
WAVENUMBERS
Fig. 2-4Experimental CARS spectrum of 02 Q-branch
(10 torr sample, 0.25 cm-1 system resolution)18
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Fig. 2-5Calculated CARS spectra of the C2H2 v2 Q-branch
at several temperatures19
ofC
2
H
2Q-branchesforthe C =Cstretchingmodeatseveral
temperatures.Forthestrongestline,oneseesafactorof-5
increase in signal level by cooling the sample from 300 K to 50 K.
Thisgainisoneoftheadvantagesrealizedinthecoldjet
experiments done in this thesis research.
The overall high sensitivity can be used to probe species which
existonlyatlowconcentration,suchasmolecularclusters
formed in free jet expansions. Some discussion of such expansions and
of cluster formation is given in the sections below.20
Theory of Free Jet Expansions
Supersonicfreejetexpansionshavebecomeaveryuseful
technique for cooling or condensing samples for spectroscopicstudy.
A supersonic freejetisformed when a high pressure gasina
reservoirisexpandedthrough an orificeornozzleintoalow
pressure chamber. An expansion zone is formed as shown in Fig.2-6
(a), where D is the nozzle diameter and X the distancedownstream of
the nozzle.In a supersonic expansion either the reservoirpressure,
P
o
,or the orifice diameter, D,is large enough so that the mean free
path of the gas molecules in the reservoir is much smallerthan the
size of the nozzle and therefore there are binary collisionsin and
downstream of the nozzle. This means that the moleculescan exchange
energy in the expansion process so that the properties of the flow
can be explained thermodynamically.
Asthename"supersonic"implies,gasmoleculescanbe
accelerated up to the speed of sound or beyond in the jet expansion.
What makes this possible ? Levy
33
showed the relationship between the
downstream temperature and the flow velocity by using the principle
of conservation of enthalpy.If h is the enthalpy per unit mass at
some point downstream of the nozzle, ho the enthalpy per unit mass in
the reservoir, and u the flow velocity, then
ho = h + u2 /2 (2-10)
Eq.(2-10) demonstrates that the net increase in kineticenergy of21
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Fig. 2-6(a) Schematic diagram of a supersonic expansion
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flow of any volume element, on balance, is paid for bytheenthalpy
of that volume element. This decrease in internal enthalpy leads to
coolingofthegas.Theratesofcoolingoftranslational,
vibrational, and rotational temperatures in a jet are different since
the different degrees of freedom are not completely in equilibrium.
UsuallyTtrans<T <<T .Thetranslationaltemperatureis
rot vib
defined by the width of the Maxwell-Boltzmann velocity distribution.
In a static cell,the mean velocity distribution ofthe gasis
centered on zero with a width which increases as the temperature
increases. For a gas in the free jet, the mean velocity distribution
shifts to its flow speed and has a narrowed width, corresponding to
cooling oftranslational temperature.These are compared in Fig.
2-6(b).Atthislowtranslationaltemperature,boththe Doppler
broadening and the collisional broadening are strongly reduced and
thus sharper spectral lines can be obtained.Thisis one ofthe
advantages of using supersonic beams.
Fig. 2-7 displays the pure rotational CARS spectra of acetylene
in static and jet samples.Compared with the static spectrum,jet
spectra are simplified due to the rotational cooling on expansion. As
the sample moves out in the expansion,the rotational temperature
gets even lower. As discussed in the previous section, the intensity
of the peak CARS signal is stronger at lower rotational temperatures,
another benefitofasupersonicjetespecially usefulforCARS
experiments.
Foranisentropic processinanidealgas,theratiosof
the downstream temperature, pressure, and density,T,P,p,to those23
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Fig. 2-7CARS spectra of static and jet samples of C2H2
in pure rotational region
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33
T/T
0
f= 1+ (T-1 )m2)-1
1/4
P/P= (1 + (7-1 )1,12 )T/(1-7 )
2
P/Po = (1+ (T-1) le)1/(1-7)
2
24
(2-11)
(2-12)
(2-13)
where 7 = C / Cand M is the Mach number, that is,the ratio of the
p v
flow velocity to the local speed of sound. For an ideal gas the local
speed of sound,a,is related to the local temperature, T, by
a = (7rT)1/2 (2-14)
where r is the gas constant per unit mass.The Mach number can be
calculated according to an empirical relationship based upon the
experimental results by Ashkenas and Sherman34
M= A
(
x-xo7-1 x-x0 )7-1
A (2-15)
2( 7-1
( D ) D J
The fitting parameters A and x
o'which depend upon y,are tabulated
for several moleculesin Table 2-2.The parameters for C2H2 are
obtained by extrapolation.In order to extend the expression of Mach
number upstream, a third term of the form
X -X
0 )-3(7-1)
D25
needstobeaddedinEq.(2-15).The Mach numberupstreamis
expressed as
D
MAMAl exp (M
MA
(x-x
c
)/D )
Al
(2-16)
where M
Al
isthe Mach numberatx
c
,DMA the derivative of Mach
number at x ,and xthe point separating into two expressions.
c c
The enthalpy conservation expressed by Eq.2-10 also tells us
that a gas with a high heat content in the form of vibrationaland
rotational energy can be accelerated to higher speeds in expansion
than can a monatomic gas whose heat capacity is only translational.
Table 2-2Parameters for Jet Experiment
Molecules 7 x
o
/D A C
Monatomic 1.67 0.075 3.26 0.31
Diatomic 1.40 0.040 3.65 0.20
Polyatomic 1.2857 0.85 3.96
C H 1.23
35
1.07 4.11 0.132 2 2
Conversely, a monatomic gas will experience the greatest coolingfor
a given travel in the expansion and hence it can cool a small amount
ofanygasseededintoit.InFig.2-8,theMachnumbers,
temperatures,pressures,and flow velocities for acetylene,as an
example of polyatomic molecules, and neon,of monatomic gases,are
plotted as a function of X/D.From this plot,we can see that a
monatomic gas can be cooled alot more efficiently in a jet by26
24
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achieving larger Mach number for a given downstreamdistance.One
other point to note from Fig. 2-8 is the behavior ofMach number. The
Mach numberisdisplayedasifitincreasesindefinitely with
increasing X/D. However, this is not thecase because at some point
downstream the density becomes sufficiently low that thereare no
binary collisions.Thentheindividualgasatomscan nolonger
exchange energy and the temperature of the expandinggas can not
change. This sets a terminal Mach number which is givenby36'37
M
t= 2.05[c(D/A
o
)]
(7-1)/T
(2-17)
where A
ois the mean free path of the gas and c is the collisional
effectiveness which is less than unity.For the conditions in Fig.
2-8, terminal mach numbers of 15 and 115are calculated for C
2H
2
and
Ne expansions (c = 1 is used).
In our experiment,the expansion is not into a perfectvacuum
but into a small finite pressure.In this case there will be shock
boundaries formed around the cold isentropiccore of the expansion by
the collision of the expanding gas with the backgroundgas. The shock
waves forming side walls,called the "barrel shock" with a front
transverse to the expansion axis which is called the "Mach disk",as
shown in Fig.2-6(a).The position of the Mach disk,Xm,is given
by
X /D = 0.67(P /P )
K 0bg
1/2
(2 -18)
where Pis the background pressure of the cell.Therefore, either bg28
by using high driving pressure or keeping the background pressure as
lowaspossible,wecanextendtheMachdisk.Foratypical
stagnation pressure of 1020 atm and cell pressure of 100 mtorr, as
for the experiments presented in this thesis, the Mach disk will be
located at X/D-200 or -40 mm away from the nozzle for D=0.2 mm.29
Theory of Homogeneous Nucleation
Another important feature of a supersonic free jet expansion is
the formation of clusters. Weakly bound molecular aggregates which
areunstableundernormalconditioncanbeformedwithproper
sampling conditions in a jet.
Jet Expansion Curve
The phrase "homogeneous
condensation phenomena which
singlephasewith the
nucleation"is usedto describe the
occur freely in the volume of a pure
absence offoreign nuclei. This
condensation may happen when a gas is cooled below its saturation
temperature by means of a free jet expansion.
The functions of Mach number,temperature,and pressure along
the jet axis for an adiabatic and isentropic expansion have been
reviewed in a previous section. However,if clusters are formed in a
jet, then the pressure and the temperature of a gas will deviate from
those for an isentropic expansion.In Fig.2-9,the isentrope of a
condensing gas in a jet is plotted on the logP-logT diagram based
upon ref.(3) and (38).A sample gas starts to expand from point
A(P
o
,T
o
)and follows the isentrope up to point B where it meets the
vapor-condensed phase coexistence obtained from the equilibrium vapor
pressure data [P (T)]. The gas can potentially be condensed at this
point. However, the expansion normally continues along the so-called
"dryisentrope"withoutanycondensationintoasupersaturated30
0
O
log T
Fig. 2-9Expansion with condensation in a logP, logT diagram
region.At the "onset point"C,the condensation occurs gradually
and at point D the presence of clusters in the gas begins to become
noticeable and the cluster temperature corresponds to a point on the
equilibriumcurveP (T).Theclassicaltheoryofhomogeneous
nucleation can qualitatively explain these condensation phenomena.
Classical Description of Homogeneous Nucleation
The classical nucleation theory tells us that,in order to have
a droplet of finite radius in equilibrium with the gas, the gas must
39
besupersaturated. Thesupersaturationofagasisnormally31
characterizedintermsofthesaturationratio (S)whichis
defined as
S
P.,
P
(2-19)
m
where P
vis the actual vapor pressure and P
mis the equilibrium vapor
pressure.For S>1,thegasissupersaturated and homogeneous
nucleation can spontaneously occur. When one phase transforms in this
manner to another which is more stable,a surface is formed which
separates atoms or molecules in the new configuration from those in
the old.However,such a surface can be formed only at a cost of
energy and this constitutes a barrier to the change of phase.The
Gibbs free energy change for this process of phase transition is
given by40
AG = -(4) (I))n + LI-ar
2
Cr
V L (2-20)
where 4) represents a chemical potential per molecule, n the number of
molecules in the liquid droplet,r the radius of the droplet, and c
the surface tension.It can be shown that AG increases to a maximum
valueandthen decreases withincreasingsizeofthedroplets.
Thermodynamic equilibrium at constant pressure and temperature exists
where the derivative of AG with respecttorvanishes and this
condition can be met at (AG) .Therefore,a finite energy barrier
max
must be reached in the formation of a stable cluster in order to
achieve the capacity for further drop growth.The critical size of
droplets r=r ,corresponding to the barrier energy, is given by
40-4132
r= 2cm/[pLkT1nS] (2-21)
where m isthe molecular mass, pi,the liquid density,and S the
saturationratioexpressedinEq. (2-18).Thenthenumberof
molecules contained in a cluster of critical size is
n= 4n/3(p /m)(r (2-22)
The nucleation rate J,which represents the number of critical
size clusters formed per second per cm
3
i ,is expressed as
41
f
N
2/3
n
*
1nS
J
A (V21/7717i'
=
) exp(
R2
)
p
2
(2-23)
Thus,the higher the supersaturation of the gas,the smaller is the
critical size of the droplet r ,the smaller is the energy barrier to
the formation of the droplet of critical size,and the faster the
formationoftheclustersofcriticalsize.Therefore, the
supersaturationratioSisthemostimportantparameterfor
efficient condensation.
Cluster Formation in a Jet
In the case of a free jet,the thermodynamic conditions along
the axis vary significantly with distance from the nozzle. Fig. 2-1033
shows the behavior of the saturation ratio(S),critical size of
clusters(r*),and nucleation rate(J)for a neat C
2
H
2jet as a
function of X/D and temperature. The stagnation conditions, Po = 11.5
atm,T
o
= 252 K are those used in most of this work. The necessary
thermodynamic data for acetylene were obtained from the references
listed in Table 4-1 in chapter IV of this thesis. When acetylene gas
expands in a jet following the "dry isentrope", both the saturation
ratio S and the nucleation rate J increase while the critical size of
clusters r* decreases along this curve. The saturation ratio reaches
1 at point B (X/D = 1.1), where the temperature of acetylene gas is
233 K, and then increases further, as does the nucleation rate beyond
this point.
When the nucleation rate J becomes sufficiently large, clusters
of critical size start to form. This cluster formation continues and
reaches its maximum rate at point D(X/D =1.76) where the gas
temperature is 138 K and S-100. At this point the critical size of
theclustersis-0.8nmindiameter,whichcorrespondsto-4
molecules of acetylene. The phase of these nascent clusters can be
eitherliquidorsolidsincetheclustersareformedinthe
temperature range 233 K (where S = 1) to 138 K (where J is maximum).
It is interesting to see the effect of the initial pressure and
temperature of the expansion on the isentropes, in order to to try to
predict the phase and temperatures of the first-formed clusters. Fig.
2-11 shows such curves where the solid line is the equilibrium vapor
pressure curve while the dotted lines are the isentropes at different
conditions. In Fig. 2-11(a) theisentropecurveBrepresentsthe34
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expansion of Po = 11.5 atm and To = 252 K, the condition used in Fig.
2-10.If we increase the initial pressure Po to 20 atm at To = 252 K,
theacetyleneisalreadyinliquid form beforeitexpandsand
therefore, this condition can not be used. On the other hand,if we
uselowinitial pressure(Po= 3 atm)atthistemperature,the
saturation ratio reaches 1 below the triple point of acetylene, which
predicts that the first-formed cluster will be solid.In this low
initial pressure case,the crossing of the isentrope with the vapor
pressure curve(S =1)occurs further outin the jet,where the
density of the gas is low,and thus only small amounts of clusters
are expected, making detection difficult.
Similar effect can be seen in Fig.2-11(b) where the initial
temperature is varied.Again,the acetylene gas cannot be too cold
initially (To = 240 K) at Po = 11.5 atm since it would form liquid
inside the stagnation cell prior to expansion.It is interesting that
expanding the 11.5 atm. acetylene gas at room temperature (To = 300
K) predicts the formation of solid clusters at densities higher than
the 3 atm case of Fig.2-11(a).Generally,we conclude thatthe
conditions(P
o= 11.5 atm,T
o= 252 K)are a reasonable starting
choice for our objective of seeing both liquid and solid phases of
acetylene at relatively high concentration.
Further downstream,the production ofcriticalnucleistops
fairlyquicklywhilethecondensationcontinues,thatis,the
clusterswhich havebeenalreadyformedcontinuetogrow.The
condensation of vapor molecules on the surface of a droplet results
inthereleaseoflatentheatofcondensation whichisthen37
dissipated from the droplet so as to increase the temperature of the
surrounding gas.For example, Beck et a122 measured the rotational
temperature of N2 monomer in a jet and found that the temperature was
higher when condensation occured. Similarly, a higher static pressure
has been measured for water vapor during condensation, due to warming
by the heat of condensation.
42
Of course the vapor molecules not only condense on the surface
of a droplet but also evaporate. Therefore, the overall mass exchange
rate on a cluster and the final cluster temperature are determined by
this condensation-evaporation processes.In the early stages of the
expansion where there are enough collisions, the condensation process
dominates and the extent of clustering and the cluster temperature
are affected by the efficiency of the collisions.In the later part
of the expansion where the collision frequency drops,evaporation
dominates and the cluster temperature drops. This evaporative cooling
rate depends on the size of the clusters. By varying the expansion
conditions,clustersofdifferentsizesandtemperaturescan be
produced fairly reproducibly in a jet,a control feature which can
not easily be achieved by other techniques.
From the above,it is apparent that a free jet expansion is a
useful medium for the study of condensation. In the next chapter, the
formation of acetylene clustersin jets and their properties for
various initial stagnation conditions will be presented.38
CHAPTER IIIEXPERIMENTAL ASPECTS
CARS Apparatus
The apparatus used for the CARS experiments is drawn in Fig.
3-1. The system consists of a Nd-YAG laser, dye laser, monochromator
and detector, and various optics for guiding the beams. The primary
Nd-YAGsourceisaCooper-LaserSonicsMY34-10whichusesa
polarization coupled unstable resonator and produces an output beam
ofnearGaussiantemporalprofileand15nspulsewidth.The
optical schematic of the MY34-10 is shown in Fig.3-2(a). The basic
oscillator cavity of this laser yields an output band width of 15
GHz, which can be reduced to 1.5 GHz by a SAM etalon. The output can
be further run at a single axial mode by the combination of the SAM
etalon andasecond reflecting mirror termed an"unetalon".The
fundamental output of 1064 nm is frequency doubled via a KD P crystal
to generate a 532 nm beam.
The doubled 532 nm output is split by a dichroic mirror, with
approximately 1/3 of the power serving as a CARS pump beam while the
restis used to excite the dye laser(Quanta Ray PDL-1,optical
schematic in Fig.3-2(b)) whose output provides the tunable Stokes
beam.The dye laser is tuned by rotating a grating which serves as
the rear reflector of the oscillator cavity.The grating, which is
controlled by a stepper motor,can be stepped in 0.03 A increments
for the red dyes (4th order of the grating) and 0.024 A for the blue
dyes (5th order of the grating). Although not shown in Fig. 3-1,theP
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green beam has been optically delayed -4 nsecin order to optimize
the temporal overlap between green beam and dye beam.The pump and
Stokes beams are then combined together to achieve phase matching and
are focused into a cell via a 300 mm lens. The CARS signal generated
inthe sample cellisfiltered from theintenselaser beams by
spatial filtering (BOXCARS phase matching) or Corning optical filters
(Collinear phase matching) and by a 0.3 m dispersive monochromator
(McPherson 218).The CARS signalisdetected with a RCA 31034A
photomultiplier tube operating at 1750 V and averaged with a home
built boxcar integrator based on an Evans associates pulse integrator
(Model 4141).It was then amplified (RCA 3140 op amp) and digitized
on a microcomputer (AST 286/Lab Master DMA). The scanning drives of
the dye laser and the monochromator were also controlled by computer.
Inallexperimentsdescribedinthisthesis,thespectral
resolution was 0.25 cm
-1and typical powers of each beam were 5-10 mJ
for the jet experiment and 50-100 pJ for the measurement ofthe
equilibrium samples. The CARS frequencies were calibrated relative to
theknownQ-and0-branchesofC
2
H
2
gaswithanaccuracyof
± 0.2 cm-1.
Preparation of Equilibrium Samples of Condensed Phases
In order to take the CARS spectra of equilibrium samples of
condensed phases, samples were produces in two ways. In one case, the
samples were made asthin films vapor-deposited ontoasapphire
window cooled to -20 K by a closed-cycle helium refrigerator(Air42
Products Displex 202). However, if the sample film was warmed to the
point where the vapor pressure became -10
-3torr(-Dewar vacuum),
conductive heat transfer from the surroundings was larger than the
cooling capacity of the Displex, causing the temperature to rise and
the sampletobelost.Therefore,fortheliquid and solids at
temperaturesofsignificantvaporpressure,thesampleswere
condensed in a copper cellto which were sealed with indium two
sapphire windows spaced by 2 mm as depicted in Fig. 3-3(a). Sapphire
windows were selected due to the high thermal conductivity of this
materialatlowtemperatures.Thesamplegaseswereintroduced
through stainless steel capillary tubing in order to keep the gas
samples from condensing inthetube.Solid samples were made by
cooling the liquid very slowly (-0.1 K/min) to prevent cracking due
to sudden freezing. For both preparation methods, transparent samples
were essential for obtaining good spectra.
Thetemperature was measured atthecoppertip by a diode
(Lake Shore Cryotronics, Inc. Model DTC 500-SP) and was controlled to
an accuracy of ± 1 K by a combination of cooling and heating (using a
20 W button heater attached to the Displex cylinder).
Jet Experiment
The pulsed nozzle assembly used in the jet experiments was based
upon a Bosch fuel injector valve which has been described in detail
elsewhere.
43The nozzle used in this research has a size of 0.2 mm in
diameter and 0.75 mm in thickness.The nozzle was mounted ina43
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dewar assembly which was cooled by a stream of cold air to permit the
precooling of the gas sample and nozzle tip.By adjusting the flow
rate of the cold air,the temperature ofthe reservoir could be
varied.The temperature was measured with a thermocouple placed in
thegasstreaminsidethevalvehousing.Thenozzleand dewar
assembly then was mountedtothe vacuum cube whichin turn was
mountedonanxyztranslationalstagetoallowforprecise
positioning of the nozzle tip with respect to the laser beams.
The nozzle was used in a pulsed mode which is advantageous in
keeping the cell pressure low and in conserving samples.In this
mode, the opening of the nozzle was controlled by the nozzle driver
built byDr.Brian Bozlee44.Opening waseffected by dumpinga
chargedcapacitorthroughasolenoidinthevalve usingaSCR
switching device. The valve was open for -0.4 ms as charge was dumped
throughit.This dumping charge could be varied by changing the
voltage on the capacitor from 0 to 400 V.To synchronize the jet and
laser pulses, the Nd-YAG laser was triggered externally with a 10 Hz
pulse. For the Molectron MY34-10, it takes 0.75 ms for the Q-switched
laser beam to appear after the flashlamps were triggered by this
external pulse. Since the nozzle needs 0.4-0.5 ms to fully open, we
delayed the triggering of the nozzle by -0.3 ms to achieve optimum
temporal overlap between sample flow and the laser beams.In Fig.
3-3(b), a block diagram of the timing apparatus is shown. As shown,
a second pulse generator,triggered by a photodiode,was used to
provide a gate pulse to the boxcar for signal integration and to
trigger the computer for digital conversion of the boxcar output.45
After digitization of 20 to 50 shots,the computer sends pulses out
to stepping motors which scan the dye laser and the monochromator to
the next appropriate wavelength.46
CHAPTER IVSPECTROSCOPIC STUDIES OF EQUILIBRIUM SAMPLES OF C H2 2
Introduction
Part of this thesis research involved studies of equilibrium
samples of acetylene. Accurate spectroscopic data for such samples
were not available in the literature and were needed to aid us in the
interpretation of cluster features seen in the jet experiments to be
described later.Accordingly, we recorded CARS spectra of condensed
phases ofC
2
H
2at various temperaturesin ordertogetaccurate
frequency values as a function of temperature.
Acetylene is a good test system for investigating the formation
andpropertiesofpolyatomicmolecularclustersinajet.
Interestingly,it marginally does not existin liquid form under
standard condition(760 torr sublimation temperatureis189.6K,
melting occurs at 191.7 K at 895 torr, the triple point is 192.4 K).
It has two solid phases, with a phase transition temperature of 133
K.Above 133 K,the crystal structure has been determined by X-ray
diffraction to be face-centered cubic(space group Th)with four
molecules per unit cell.
45-46The infrared and Raman spectra of the
lowtemperaturephase aresuggestiveofanorthorhombic
structure with two molecular units in the primitive cell. The results
of neutron diffraction studies of crystalline C2D251at 4.2 K are
also consistent with an orthorhombic structure of these crystals.
C
2
H
2
is attractivein thatthe monomer hasa simple linear
structure with known structural parameters,andit also has high47
infrared and Raman cross sections. Another good aspect is that, since
it undergoes phase transitions of liquid to cubic solid and cubic to
orthorhombic solid at somewhat high temperatures (191.7 K,133 K,
respectively), it should be relatively easy to make liquid and solid
phases of clusters in the early, warm stages of a jet expansion.In
addition to this, the vibrational frequency shifts from one phase to
the other are large,-5 cm-1, making it easier to monitor the phase
transitionsinclusterswithasystemofmoderatespectral
resolution. Of course,there are some drawbacks to the use of C
2
H2.
Since it is a somewhat hazardous explosive material, care is required
in its handling.
The known thermodynamic properties are summarized in Table 4-1.
The equilibrium vapor pressure for the solid and liquid C2H2 are
plotted in Fig 4-1 according to the references (54) and (55).48
Table 4-1Thermodynamic Properties of C2H2
Property Value Ref.
Boiling point 189.6 K 52
Melting point 191.7Ka 52
Triple point 192.4 56
C
2
H
2
Transition point 133 K
Specific heat (C ) 27.2 cal/mol K(liq.)b 52
P
Density 0.613 g/cm3 (liq.)c 52
0.73 g/cm3(sol.)d 52
0.81 g/cm3(sol.)e 51
Heat of evaporation 5.07 Kcal/mol(liq.)c 52
(OH )yap
5.48 Kcal/mol(sol.)f 52
5.2 Kcal/mol(sol.)g 54
Surface tension 0.1892 N/m (at 193 K) 57
0.1699 N/m (at 203 K) 57
0.1506 N/m (at 213 K) 57
0.1313 N/m (at 223 K) 57
Liquid-Solid OH 898.2 cal/mol 53
Phase AS 4.687 cal/mol K 53
Transition AV 6.689 cm
3
/mol 53
Solid-Solid tH 607 cal/mol 53
Phase AS 4.2 cal/mol K 53
Transition AV 0.688 cm
3
/mol 53
a:at 895 torrb: at 195-200 Kc: at 193 Kd: at 188 K
e:at 77 K f:at 189.6 K g: at 133 - 191 K2
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Fig. 4-1Vapor pressure of solid and liquid acetylene
at various temperatures (Ref. 54, 55)50
Spectra of Equilibrium Samples
As mentioned earlier, since C
2
H
2
has no liquid range at1atm,
we obtained the spectra of liquid acetylene using theclosed cell
with a slight overpressure. Also as seen in Fig.4-1, solid C2H2 has
significant vapor pressure at 133 K (-1 torr) and rapid sample loss
occurs for simple sublimed films when heated above 100 K.For this
reason, the spectra of solid C2H2 above 100 K were obtained from the
sample in the closed cell, while those below 100 K were obtained from
thesampledepositedexternallyonthecoldsapphirewindow.
(Thelatterhastheadvantagesofhavinglessscatter,which
increased significantly for closed cell studies as the temperature
was lowered).Acetylene gas used in these experiments was 99.6 %
purity (Matheson Co.) and a gas purifying filter (Matheson Co. Model
450) has been used to remove acetone from C H .2 2
An isolated C H molecule has three Raman-active internal modes: 2 2
C-Hsymmetricstretching(v1),CECstretching(v2),andC-C-H
symmetricbending(v4).EarlierRamanstudiesforthesolid
phases
47-50have revealed that, due to intermolecular coupling in the
unit cell both E+ v
1and v
2
bands split into two features, while the
degenerate itbending mode vconsists of four components.
g 4
Fig.4-2 shows several representative CARS spectra of the v2
region for liquid and solid C2H2 at temperature extremes for each
phase. The frequencies in all cases are red shifted with respect to
thatofgas(Q0=1974.317cm1)S8,duetotheintermolecular
interactions.In general,an attractive force dueto neighboring51
(11111[1111111
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Fig. 4-2CARS spectra of the v2 C =C stretching vibration for
equilibrium condensed phases of C2H252
molecules will cause a decrease in the vibrational frequency of a
bond,whereas repulsive forces lead to an increase.This suggests
thatattractiveforcesonthemolecularbonddominateinall
condensed phases of acetylene. As is seen in the spectra, liquid C2H2
shows only one band while both solid bands are composed oftwo
components each. This splitting is due to the intermolecular coupling
in the crystal field and can be understood in terms of the unit cell
structure. In Fig. 4-3, the structures of both solids are shown based
upon Ref.(47)and(49).One can seethatthe structure ofthe
orthorhombic crystalis obtained from the cubic crystal by simply
rotating all the molecules until they become parallel to one of the
base planes.Theresultinglayerstructureisthesameasthat
structure of the halogen crystals, C12, Br
2
,and I2, and also that of
CS
2
.Also shown in Fig. 4-3 is the correlation diagram of C
2
H
2
which
shows the symmetry of modes of the isolated molecules when they are
placed at various sites in the unit cells.This diagram predicts
thatfor both v
1
and v
2vibrations, the cubic solid has Raman active
Aand Tcomponents while the orthorhombic solid has Aand B
3g
components, in agreement with our experimental observation.
The temperature dependence of the v2 vibrational frequencies of
liquid and solids and of mode splittings of both solid phases were
measured accurately for the first time in our work and are presented
in Table 4-2 and in Figs. 4-4, and 4-5, respectively. As seen in Fig.
4-4,the frequencies of the liquid and both solid phases tend to
decreasemonotonicallywithcooling.Thisfrequencyshiftis
attributed mainly to increased attractive interactions as the density53
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Table 4-2CARS Frequencies for Condensed Phases of Acetylene in v2
Region
T(K)
-1
Frequencies (cm l)
Liquid
201 1959.4
194 1959.1
192 1958.9
Cubic Solid
A T TA
g g g g
177 1955.3 1961.0 5.7
161 1954.9 1960.7 5.8
135 1954.3 1960.2 5.9
Orthorhombic Solid
A B B A
g 3g 3g g
131 1952.0 1960.0 8.0
119 1951.5 1959.9 8.4
100 1950.9 1959.7 8.8
91 1950.8 1959.6 8.8
81 1950.7 1959.6 8.9
70 1950.4 1959.5 9.1
60 1950.3 1959.5 9.2
51 1950.3 1959.4 9.1
38 1950.0 1959.4 9.4
29 1950.0 1959.2 9.2
17 1949.9 1959.2 9.3
Temperature uncertainty ± 1 K
Frequency uncertainty ± 0.2 cm
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Fig. 4-4Temperature dependence of the v2 frequencies for
equilibrium samples of liquid and solid C2H256
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Fig 4-5Temperature dependence of the v2 mode splitting for
orthorhombic and cubic solid phases of C2H257
increases with cooling. Similarly,the mode splittings in the solid
phase increase as the temperature decreases and the intermolecular
coupling becomes stronger. The large, discontinuous jump occuring at
the cubic- orthorhombic phase transition can be attributed to an
increased molecular interaction due to a more favorable orientation
oftheC
2
H
2
unitinthe orthorhombic phase.High pressure Raman
studies alsoshowthatthemodesplittingsofvandv2
vibrationsintheorthorhombicsolidwidened monotonically with
increasing pressure in the range of 0.9-3.5 GPa.As pointed out by
Itoetal
48
,intheorthorhombicsolid,twoneighboringC2H2
molecules have a planarT-shapedconfiguration and the
intermolecular distance between hydrogen and carbon atoms is about
2.8 A, which is very short compared to such C- H distances in normal
organic crystals. This distance is also less than in the cubic phase
of C
2
H
2
46
(3.05 A).The corresponding C- H interaction can be viewed
as a weak hydrogen bond and is believed to be the main origin of the
observed large splittings of the intramolecular vibrations.
The line widths of the transitions were studied and found to
vary somewhat with sampling method. The width of the liquid band is
-
-2 cm
1(FWHM) while that of the solid is narrower and depends on the
crystalline quality. The solid samples made by cooling liquid in the
closed cell were harder to make but generally gave better crystalline
quality and narrowerlines(FWHM-0.25cm-1,limitedbysystem
resolution) than those made by deposition.In the deposition method,
when glassy samples were formed, the lines were broad (FWHM -1 cm1)
although annealing of these films at -80 K sometimes gave lines of58
width comparable to the closed cell samples.
SimilarresultswereobtainedfromstudiesofthevC-H
1
stretching vibration,as shown in Fig.4-6 and tabulated in Table
4-3. We note that the vfeatures were about twice as broad as the v
1 2
counterparts,aresultconsistentwithanappreciablehydrogen
bonding interaction of the C-H bond with the neighboring n-electrons
of the C =C bond. For the cubic solid, the spectra are quite broad and
noisysothat theweakT modewasbarelyseen. The
g
frequency-temperature plots (Fig. 4-7) were also similar to those of
v .
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Fig. 4-6CARS spectra of the vi CH stretching vibration for
equilibrium condensed phases of C2H260
Table 4-3CARS Frequencies for Condensed Phases of Acetylene in v
1
Region
T[K] Frequencies (cm
-1
)
Liquid
198 3337.3
Cubic Solid
A T
g g
179 3328.1
172 3327.4 3333.9
160 3327.0 3333.4
150 3327.1 3333.9
Orthorhombic Solid
A B
g 3g
100 3315.8 3324.7
84 3314.7 3323.5
76 3314.4 3323.1
70 3314.3 3323.0
60 3313.7 3322.6
50 3313.3 3322.3
42 3313.1 3322.2
31 3312.8 3321.8
16 3312.7 3321.6
Temperature uncertainty ± 1 K
Frequency uncertainty ± 0.2 cm
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Fig. 4-7Temperature dependence of the vi frequencies for
equilibrium samples of liquid and solid C2H262
Spectra of Matrix Isolated Samples
As part of this general study of small clusters that might be
formedinjets,some work was done on "equilibrium"spectra of
molecular complexes stabilized by the matrix isolation technique. The
purpose wasto seeif useful CARS spectra could be obtained for
matrix mixes.Some indication that this might be feasible had been
seen in the SRS of N
2/Ar mixtures by R.Beck
61
,but no systematic
study by CARS had been done before.
Matrix isolation is a technique for trapping species as isolated
entities in an inert solid or matrix in order to investigate their
properties,usually by spectroscopic methods.The original aim of
thistechniquewastopermitspectroscopicstudyofunstable
molecules that are short-lived under normal conditions. The basis of
its utility in spectroscopy is that the matrix shifts of IR or Raman
bands are almost always quite small,so that the spectrum closely
resembles that of the gas phase species. This makes it possible to
deduce the information of the molecules in a near "gas like" state.
In our work the technique was employed to study the formation of
small (dimer, trimer) clusters in argon matrices and, by varying the
concentration of solute,to identify corresponding shifts from the
monomerpeakforpossiblecorrelation withshiftsseeninjet
spectra.
Thechoiceofmatrixmaterialisimportant.Thematrix
materials should be very pure and should not have any absorptions in
the region of interest, and also must not react with the solute and63
should be rigid to prevent diffusion of the solute molecules which
leads to recombination or aggregation.In fact such diffusion for
warmed matrices can aid in forming small cluster in a controlled
fashion,one of our goals in this work.The obvious choices which
satisfy all these conditions are noble gases and nitrogen. Helium is
excluded since it can not be solidified in the cryostats. Xenon forms
notoriously bad matrices in terms ofscatter.20 Argon is the most
commonly used matrix support since it forms extremely good matrices
and is cheap.
We first took IR spectra of matrix isolated samples of C2H2 in
Ar in order to get some feeling for the proper solute/matrix ratio to
seesmalleraggregates.TheexperimentwasdonewiththeFTIR
spectrometer (Mattson 100, 0.125 cm-1 resolution) with the cold cell
insertedinthe sample compartment.The matrix materialand the
solute are normally mixed in the gas phase and then sprayed on to a
cold plate,which wascooled byaDisplex closedcyclehelium
refrigerator.TheIRspectraofC
2
H
2
inArforthev
3
(C-H
anti-symmetric stretch) mode at several concentrations are shown in
Fig. 4-8.
While pure acetyleneshowsjustonevery broadband,some
sharp features start to show up in the high frequency side of the
solidpeakasthesampleisdilutedinAr.Atextremelylow
concentrations of C
2
H
2
/Ar (1/1000),only two sharp peaks remain,at
3301.30, and 3287.56 cm-1. The intensity ratio of these two peaks is
nearly constant with concentration.Therefore,both of these peaks
are assigned as monomer, one as v
3and the other as v
2
+v
4
+v
5
.SinceA
r
I
is
4-D
A
Pure C2H2
64
3% C2H2in Ar
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Fig. 4-8IR spectra of pure C2H2 and C2H2/Ar at 3 %,1%, 0.5 %,
and 0.1 % for v
3
(C-H anti-symmetric stretch) mode65
both of these transitions have the samee symmetry,it is clear that
the intensity of v2+v4+v5 band has been significantly enhanced due to
a Fermi resonance. As we increased theconcentration from 0.1 % to
0.5 %,another sharp band at frequency 3284.07cm-1 appeared, which
is believed to be a dimer feature. Several weak bands showing around
- 3240 cm
1
atlow concentrations are probably due tothe monomers
formed at unstable sites, because these disappeared upon annealing of
the samples. The existence of such multiple sites in argon matrices
is well known.
62
With thisinfrared background information on C2H2/Ar samples
we then tried to obtain CARS spectra of suchmatrix mixtures in the
Raman active v
2
vibrational region.The spectra of 10 % and 5 %
C
2
H
2/Ar are shown in Fig.4-9 along with that of neat C
2
H
2
asa
reference. As can be seen, the spectral features of mixed samples are
noisy and are significantly broader than the bands of pure C2H2.
Unfortunately,the sensitivity of the system reached its limit at
about 5 % dilution and it was not possible to probe at the lower
concentrations which theIRstudiesindicated were necessaryto
isolate smaller molecular aggregates.
Based on these few experiments, we note several difficulties in
using the CARS technique to study samples of thin matrix films.
First,since samples are deposited on a sapphire window, we could
only use up to -0.5 mJ/pulse power for each beam without damaging the
window. Second, the CARS beam must transmit through the sample rather
thanscatterfromthesample,butitwasdifficulttomake
transparent thick films needed for greater sample lengths. Third, the66
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Fig. 4-9CARS spectra of pure C2H2 and C2H2/Ar at 10 % and 5 %
concentrations for vvibration
267
nonresonant contributions from the window becomes a severe problem
for seeing weak signals. Since CARS has a nonlinear dependence both
onlaserpowerandthesampledensity,reducingthesetwo
experimental variables resulted in a significant signalloss.In
future work, some of these problems might be overcome by using less
tightly focussed beams to sample much larger sample areas.Also,
annealing to sharpen the bands and thereby increase sensitivity may
be helpful.68
CHAPTER VCLUSTER FORMATION IN JETS
Introduction
The investigation of both small and large molecular clusters of
C Hhas been of interest for sometime.In 1983 Pendley etal.
63
2 2
recorded the infrared absorption bands of acetylene dimers by using
long path low temperature Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy.
They found three bands of (C2H2)2 at 1973,1465, and 620 cm-1 and two
- bands of(C D )at 2700 and 1763 cm
1
.Four of these bands were
2 2 2
assigned as coupled vibrations of two monomer unitsin a dimer.
Although the bands were not rotationally resolved, their band shapes
andfrequencieswereconsistentwithastaggeredparallel
configuration which had been suggested by Kihara64 for acetylene
dimers.
However, different structures for the acetylene dimer have been
proposed more recently.
65-66Prichard etal.
65
suggestedthatthe
dimer structure was T-shaped with the top of the T tilted 27°,at
nearly the 30angle found for the planar trimer structure.
67
On the
otherhand,Oshimaetal.
66
foundthattheirIRdiodelaser
absorptionstudyinthe700cm-1v
5
bendingregioncouldbe
understood in terms of a C
2vsymmetric structure.
Millerandcoworkers
68-69
obtainedrotationallyresolved
infraredpredissociationspectraforacetylenedimerusinga
molecular beam apparatus in conjunction with a single mode F-center
laser operating at 3000 - 3300 cm-1.Their high resolution spectra69
indicated that the widths of the individual rovibrational transitions
dependon thevibrational modeexcitedand theimplied
predissociation lifetimes were found to vary from 1.6 - 80 ns. Their
wider range, low resolution spectra showed three main features whose
relative intensities changed with different source pressures.They
assigned the peak which was most intense at low source pressure to
the dimer and proposed that the other two peaks were due to larger
clusters.However,the possibilitiesthatthese were dueto PQR
contours of another dimer band or to contributions from different
stable dimer geometries were not discounted. The latter possibility
may account for the several different geometries for the C2H2 dimer
reported earlier.
63-66
DunderandMiller
70
subsequentlyusedamodifieddiffusive
trapping method to generate much larger C2H2 clusters by injection of
C
2
H
2into a cold stream of He gas.By means of FTIR spectroscopy,
they observed the formation of the cubic solid and estimated the size
ofclusterstobeintherangeof0.1to5.0 pm fromaMie
scattering71'72 analysis.In this work, Miller pointed out that one
of the triplet of acetylene cluster peaks they saw earlier69 in the
jet studies was that of cubic solid phase.
Very recently, Bartell et al.21 studied by electron diffraction
the formation of large clusters of C2H2 generated in a supersonic
expansion with a monatomic carrier gas.They observed the formation
of both cubic and orthorhombic solids and found that high stagnation
pressure,low concentration of C
2
H
2in a seeded vapor,and large
carrier molecular weight favored formation of orthorhombic over cubic70
solid.
Despite the above studies, much remains to be learned aboutC2H2
clusters, both small and large. Recent work inour laboratory has
shown CARS to be especially useful in studying large clustersof N2
and CO .Accordingly, in this research, we have concentratedon using
theCARStechniquetoinvestigatetheformation,growth,and
thermodynamic properties of large C2H2 clusters formed in jets.
Neat C
2H
2Expansions
Fig.5-1showsseveralrepresentativescansofthev2CEC
stretching modeatdifferentsampling positionsinaneatC2H2
expansion through a shim nozzle of 0.75mm thickness with a hole of
0.2 mm diameter (D). The formation of clusters is apparentas are the
pronounced changes ofthecluster peaks asthesample undergoes
cooling in the jet. For the stagnation conditions used,the focused
laser beams were clearly visible in the expansionregion as a thin
bright line. This is believed to be due to Rayleigh scatteringwith
some possible contribution from Mie scattering, which occurs when the
particle size becomes comparable to the laser wavelength.Therefore,
the dimensions of clusters we observeare believed to be in the
10-1000 nm range.
In the early stages of the expansion(X/D<2),the strong
monomer Q-branch at 1974.3 cm 1and,in addition,a band at about
-1. 1958 cmappears, with a weak shoulder on its low frequency side. By
comparison with the equilibrium data,these features are attributed71
Fig. 5-1v2 CARS spectra of neat C2H2 in a jet as a function of X/D
(P
o= 11.5 atm, T
o= 252 K, D= 0.2 mm)72
to liquid and high temperature cubic solid phases, respectively. As
the expansion progresses and further cooling occurs, the solid phase
feature grows in intensity while that of the liquid phase decreases
and completely disappears at X/D = 11.8.Subsequently,another new
feature starts to show up at X/D = 34.5. This is believed to be due
to a phase transition to the orthorhombic solid phase which continues
as the sample moves further out in the jet.It is worth noting that
these data thus provide the first clear spectroscopic observations of
a microcluster as it evolves through all possible condensed phases in
a single expansion.
Cluster Temperatures
The above interpretation assumes that the cluster size is large
enough that comparison with equilibrium bulk samplesis possible.
Although the size of the C2H2 clusters is unknown,itis believed
that the expansion conditions are similar to those of N2 jets which
resulted in clusters estimated at 10 - 90 nm diameter, values large
enough for bulk comparisons.Based upon the frequency-temperature
relations deduced in chapterIV from thespectra of equilibrium
samples, we were able to assign approximate internal temperatures to
the C
2
H
2clusters seen in this work, as tabulated in Table 5-1.It is
remarkablethatliquidC2H2microdropsareseeninthejetat
X/D = 0.8- 4.3 since the solid phaseisthe thermodynamically
favored form in the absence of a high vapor pressure. The liquid is
thusametastablephasewhichisbelievedtobesignificantly73
Table 5-1CARS Frequencies and Temperatures of v2 Bands of
Neat C
2
H
2
in a Jet Expansion (P
o= 11.5 atm, T
o
= 252 K)
X/D Frequencies(cm
-1
) T[K]
Liquid
0.8
1.8
3.0
4.3
1957.8
1957.8
1957.5
1957.4
168
168
160
159
Cubic Solid
A T
g g
3.0 1955.1 169
4.3 1955.1 169
6.3 1954.8 158
11.8 1954.6 1960.6 150
24.3 1954.6 1960.6 150
29.5 1954.5 146
34.5 1954.5 146
39.5 1954.5 146
42.0 1954.4 142
44.5 1954.4 142
Orthorhombic Solid
A B
g 3g
34.5 1952.0 136
39.5 1951.9 132
42.0 1951.9 132
44.5 1951.8 129
48.4 1951.8 129
Relative temperature uncertainty ± 1 K ;
absolute uncertainty estimated to be
± 5 K for liquid and cubic solid,
± 3 K for orthorhombic solid
Frequency uncertainty ± 0.2 cm-174
supercooled.Itshouldbenoted,however,thatthetemperature
uncertainties are rather large due to the broad liquid peaks and to
the fact that the equilibrium data were obtained for liquids at much
higher temperatures.
In the jet freezing region where liquid and high temperature
solid coexist (X/D = 3 - 4.3), the temperature of the solid cluster
is 10 K higher than that of liquid. This is consistent with the idea
that the heat evolved from the rapid freezing of the supercooled
liquidservestowarmupthecubicsolid.Subsequently,the
temperatureofcubicsoliddropsfurther,byabout25K,as
evaporative and perhaps collisional cooling occurs along the cluster
trajectory. At the optimum range in the expansion for the formation
ofcubicsolid(X/D=11.8-34.5),itisveryinteresting
that both the strong Aand weak Tcrystal field components of v
2
are seen (Fig.5-2).We note that their frequency splittings agree
well with the values calculated using the temperatures determined for
theAmode(within±0.1cm-1).Thisisthefirstreported
observation of such a subtle spectroscopic effect for a microcrystal
formed in a jet expansion and is a clear indication that the solid
clusters are not amorphous but are well-ordered.
Beyond X/D =-35,thesolid state phasetransitiontothe
orthorhombic solid occurs. The temperatures deduced for both phases
in the transition region suggest cooling of the cluster by -10 K as
this phase transition occurs. This is physically unreasonable and is
probablyduetothelargeabsoluteuncertaintyofthebulk
frequency-temperature relations used for this region.The cubic to75
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Fig. 5-2Crystal splitting of cubic solid phase formed in a jet
(neat C
2
H
2expansion, X/D = 24.3)76
orthorhombic phase transition is completed at X/D = 48.4.
Cooling and Phase Transition Rates
It should be noted that the temperature change from the top to
bottom spectrum in Fig.5-1 is -40 K for this neat C2H2 expansion.
The X/D range probed extended 9.7 mm from the nozzle so that,at a
typical flow velocity of 800 m/s,the entire phase change history
displayed in the figure is about 12 ps,for an overall cooling rate
of -3 million degrees per second.The initial cooling gradient is
even largersothatthe -30 K supercooling seen fortheliquid
clustersisreasonable;similar supercooling was obtained forN2
experiments.
22Suchanextremedeviationfrom"equilibrium"
conditions may be expected to speed the rate of the phase transition
which, from the small freezing range (AX/D - 2), must occur in less
than 0.5 ps.In contrast,the solid-solid phase transition region
is -5 times greater, indicating that this transition is less facile
despite the fact that it simply requires a slight rotation of the
C
2
H
2
molecules in the crystal.
Extent of Clustering
Since we can record both the cluster and the monomer peaks at
the same condition, we can estimate the amount of condensation from
theirpeakintensities,somethingnoteasilydonebyother
techniques.In order to extract this information, we first took the77
square root of the CARS intensity (since it is second order in number
density)andthenintegratedovereach peak.Thereisalsoan
enhancement of a Raman cross section for condensed phases due to the
local field effect,L, which is related to the index of refraction,
n,by L=(n2+2)4/81. Since the index of refraction is known only for
orthorhombic solid phase (n=1.473), we used this value for all three
condensed phases of acetylene as an approximation and divided by the
resultant factor of 3 all the integrated cluster intensities. In this
way we obtained cluster/monomer ratios of 0.001 - 0.005 for this neat
expansion.A plot of this is shown in Fig.5-4,to be discussed
later.
Seeded Expansions
Asdiscussed by Hagena,
2-4
greatercondensation andcooling
rates can be achieved by expanding polyatomics such as C2H2 using
excess monatomic carrier gases. Briefly, mixing a condensable sample
in a carrier gas results in a change in mean mass,flow velocity,
collisional frequency,and ratio of specific heats 7 = C /C .The
pv
final value of these properties can be calculated according to
A= Ax +A (1 -x )
S S
(5-1)
where A can be average mass, flow velocity, or the ratio of specific
heat, and xand xdenote mole fraction of sample and carrier gas,
respectively.Wehaveemployed mixedsamplesofC2H2inNeat78
constant C
2
H
2pressure. The parameters of the mixed samples now are
closer to those of monatomic gases and thus more efficient cooling of
the C
2
H
2molecules and higher supersaturation ratios can be obtained
in the jet expansion. The added Ne carrier gas serves as a heat sink
for the heat of condensation of the C
2
H
2clusters. Correspondingly a
larger percentage of C
2
H
2molecules can be condensed and also colder
C
2
H
2clusters can be produced by such seeder gases. For certain cases
Hagena etal.observed that the cluster size increases by adding
carrier gases because the increased total number of collisions helped
the cluster to grow.
In our experiments, we varied carrier gas, mole fraction of C2H2
in the carrier gas,and also the initial pressure and temperature,
andfoundthatalltheseparametersaffectsignificantlythe
clustering and the cluster properties.
Carrier Gas Effect
We examined the effect of condensation for C Hseeded into Ne 2 2
and He. Since all the monatomic gases have the same ' value, and thus
the same profile of Mach numbers, what discriminates between these
twogasesistheirmolecularflowvelocity,whichscalesas
(m.w.)-1/2
.Thus, helium can move 2.2 times faster than neon although
thetotal number of collisions will besame for both gases for
constant pressure.Thisisbecausethe mass-dependentchangein
collision frequency is just compensated by a corresponding change of
flow velocity.Another difference between carrier gasesisthat79
energy exchange between carrier gas and cluster molecules is much
more efficient if their masses are comparable. Accordingly, we expect
that Ne will be more effective in extracting heat and cooling C2H2
clusters than helium.In terms of collision efficiency, Ar will be
even better than Ne, but this molecule was excluded as a carrier gas
because its high boiling and freezing temperatures (b.p.= 87.45 K,
m.p.=83.95K)couldresultinproductionofunwantedAr-C2H2
clusters.
Fig.5-3 shows the spectra of 50 % C2H2 seeded in Ne and He,
along with those of a pure C2H2 expansion. All three samples contain
the same amount of C
2
H
2gas (11.5 atm);for the mixed samples,an
additional 11.5 atm. of Ne or He gases was added.In comparison with
the neat C
2
H
2
expansion,it is apparent that seeded samples undergo
much faster cooling and phase transitions earlier in the expansion.
The seeded Ne and He expansions give spectra which look quite similar
in the early stages(X/D<3.13),butthe C2H2/Ne mixture cools
faster and experiences the cubic to orthorhombic phase transition
moreeasily,inagreementwithBartell'selectrondiffraction
results.
21The extent of clustering is also larger in Ne vs He jets,
as indicated in Fig.5-4. The observations are quite consistent with
our expectation that Ne is a better collisional partner than He.In
Table 5-2 the frequencies and temperatures of each phase for the
spectra in Fig. 5-3 are listed.50% in Ne
50% in 1-1e,-,_,
Neat
_______
X/D Q
1.25
/\/
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1.88
3.13
11.88
14.38
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Fig. 5-3CARS spectra of 50 % CH in Ne and in Be in jets (P= 23
atm, T
o= 252 K). For the neat sample, 9
o
= 11.5 atm.81
Table 5-2CARS Frequencies and Temperatures of v2 Bands of
50 % C
2
H
2
in Ne and in He in Jet Expansions
(P
o
= 23 atm, T
o
= 252 K)
Frequencies (cm
-1
)
X/D Sample Liquid Cubic-Solid Ortho-Solid
1.2550% in Ne 1957.8(168 K)
50% in He 1957.8(168 K)
1.8850% in Ne 1957.7(166 K) 1954.9(162 K)
50% in He 1957.8(168 K) 1954.9(162 K)
3.13 50% in Ne 1957.5(161 K) 1954.8(158 K)
50% in He 1957.7(166 K) 1954.9(162 K)
11.8850% in Ne 1954.6(149 K) 1951.9(133 K)
50% in He 1954.9(162 K)
14.3850% in Ne 1951.7(126 K)
50% in He 1954.9(162 K) 1952.2(142 K)82
0.028
0.024
0.020
0.016
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0.008
0.004
0
Pc2R2=11.5 atm,P Ne.Ho= 11.5 atm
T0=252 K
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Fig. 5-4Plots of cluster/monomer ratio as a function of X/D
for the neat C
2
H
2
(P
0= 11.5 atm, T
o= 252 K), 50 % CH2
2
in Ne and in He (P
o
= 23 atm, T
o= 252 K) expansions83
Mole Fraction Effect
Toexaminetheeffectofseedgasconcentrations,Newas
selected as the carrier gas and the ratio of C2H2/Ne was varied while
keeping
spectra
the total pressure constant.
of mixtures of50,25,and 10
In Fig.5-5(a) are
% C
2
H
2in Ne at
displayed
the same
samplingposition injets(X/D=3)andatconstantstagnation
pressureand temperature(P0 =23atm,To= 252 K).Theeffect of
dilutionis dramatic.Forthe50%mix,about2%oftheC H2 2
molecules are condensed and we see mainly cubic solid phase at 158 K,
with some remaining liquid at 161 K. At the same X/D position, a 25 %
mixtureshowsonlycubicsolidphaseat158Kwith-30%
condensation. The expansion of a 10 % mixture shows that all the C2H2
molecules have condensed to the orthorhombic solid phase at -90 K by
X/D = 3.Interestingly,we were even able to see both Aand B
g 3g
components of crystalline orthorhombic solid (Fig.5-6), even though
the extreme cooling rates might have been expected to produce more
glassy clusters.The clustering and cooling efficiencies wereso
great for the 10% mixed sample that we could observe allthree
phases of condensed C
2
H
2without cooling the nozzle.Fig.5-5(b)
shows spectra at X/D positions at which the solid-solid transitions
occuredfordifferentconcentrations.Bygoingtomoredilute
mixtures, we observe this event at earlier stages in the expansion.
Table 5-3liststhe parameters and observations for3 different
concentrations of C Hin Ne. 2 2(a)at X/D=3 x0.3
10 % in Ne
(b)Solid-Solid Splittings
X/D
8.13
11.88
25 % in Ne
50 % in Ne
I i i 1 I 1 I I I I I I 1 I 1 I
1944 1950 1956 1962 1968
WAVENUMBERS
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84
Fig. 5-5CARS spectra of 50 %, 25 %, and 10 % of C2H2 in Ne in jets
(P
o= 23 atm, T
o
= 252 K)
(a) Spectra at X/D = 3
(b) Solid-solid transitions in jetsI I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I
1944 1950 1956 1962 1968
WAVENUMBERS
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85
Fig. 5-6Crystal splitting of orthorhombic solid phase formed in a
jet (10 % C
2
H
2in Ne expansion P
o= 23 atm, T
o= 252 K)86
Table 5-3Expansion Parameters and the CARS Frequencies and
Temperatures of v2 Bands of 50 %, 25 %, and 10 % C2H2
in Ne in Jet Expansions (Po = 23 atm, To = 252 K)
7 Flow Velocity Mean Mass Clustering
(m/sec) (g/mol) (%)
50 % in Ne 1.45 750 23.0 2
25 % in Ne 1.56 725 21.5 30
10 % in Ne 1.63 710 20.6 100
Frequencies (cm-1)
X/D Liquid Cubic-Solid Ortho-Solid
50 % 1958.7(187 K)
0.63 25 % 1957.8(168 K) 1954.8(158 K)
10 % 1954.3(136 K) 1951.0(99 K)
50 % 1957.8(168 K) 1954.9(162 K)
1.25 25 % 1957.5(161 K) 1954.6(149 K)
10 % 1950.9(94 K)
50 % 1957.5(161 K) 1954.8(158 K)
3.1325 % 1954.8(158 K)
10 % 1950.9(94 K)
50 % 1954.8(158 K)
4.7525 % 1954.8(158 K)
10 % 1950.5(74 K)
50 % 1954.8(158 K)
8.1325 % 1954.8(158 K) 1952.2(142 K)
10 % 1950.3(60 K)87
Initial Pressure and Temperature Effect
It was found,asexpected,that higher stagnation pressures
and/or lower nozzle temperatures gave more condensation, presumably
duetohighersupersaturationratios.Byincreasingthetotal
stagnationpressurebyafactorof2,abouttentimesmore
aggregation was observed, as shown in Fig.5-7.In addition, cooling
the nozzle by -50 K also helps significantly both in the extent of
aggregationandinpromotingfastcoolingandanearlyphase
transition (Fig. 5-8).
Results in v
1Region
Similar results were obtained from less extensive studies of
the v
1
C-H stretching mode. Fig. 5-9 displays the formation of liquid
and both solid phases for a 3 % C2H2/Ne expansion using a different
nozzle (D = 0.23 mm). These jet spectra were taken by Nancy Triggs in
earlier work in our lab.Again,the phase and temperature for the
clusters observed in jet spectra (Table 5-4) were determined by a
comparison with equilibrium data which were recorded as part of my
thesis research (Fig.4-6). Both jet and equilibrium spectra of the
v
1
region are plotted in Fig.5-9. Here, the top trace (X/D = -2) is
for a neat expansion where no clusters were formed but a regular
sequence of monomer 0-branch lines are seen. For mixtures, the liquid
feature is apparent at X/D = 1.3 but the microdrops quickly freeze to88
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Fig. 5-7Pressure effect for clustering of 25 % C2H2 in Ne
expansion (To = 252 K, Po = 23 atm, 11.5 atm)89
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Fig. 5-8Temperature effect for clustering of 10 % C2H2 in Ne
expansion (F0 = 23 atm, To = 300 K, 252 K)CARS SPECTRA C2H2 JET
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Fig. 5-9vi CARS spectra of C2H2 in a jet as a function of X/D
Top :neat C2H2 (Po = 2 atm, To = 300 K, D = 0.23 mm)
Low :3 % C
2
H
2in Ne (Po = 17 atm, To = 226 K, D = 0.23 mm)
The dotted traces are for equilibrium samples91
Table 5-4v
1
CARS Frequencies and Cluster Temperatures for a 3 %
C
2
H
2
in Ne Expansion
X/D
-1
Frequencies(cm ) T(K)
Liquid
1.30 3334.5
Cubic Solid
A
g
T
g
1.30 3328.0 180
1.85 3325.8 136
2.28 3324.0
2.83 3323.9
Orthorhombic Solid
A
g
B
3g
1.85 3318.5 137
2.28 3316.0 102
2.83 3315.9 102
3.15 3314.1 3323.3 67
cubic solid, and at X/D = 1.85 we start to see the orthorhombic solid
phase, which is the only phase remaining at X/D = 3.15.The final
temperature ofthis orthorhombic microcrystalis about 67 K.The
overall cooling gradient for the seeded expansion of Fig.5-9 is
about 200 millions degrees per second !
Thus the sequence of the 3 % seeded expansion is basically the
same as that seen in the v
2region for a 10 % mix,but in a much92
shorter X/D range,and with a colder ultimate temperature for the
solid.Discussion
Cluster Formations
93
The spectra obtained for neat expansionsofacetyleneclearly
showtheinitialformationofsupercooledliquidC2H2which
subsequently undergoes cooling and phase transitions.Perhaps most
significant in this work, comparisons with our equilibrium data allow
a direct measure of the microcluster temperature, thus giving a more
complete picture of the thermodynamic state of the cluster and its
evolutionintheexpansion.Theseresultscanbeconveniently
discussed on the basis of the isentrope and the coexistence curves
which we considered briefly in chap.II.
AsshowninFig.5-10,theexpansionofacetylenegas
starts at point A (P0 = 11.5 atm, To = 252 K) and proceeds along the
isentrope until it crosses theliquid-vapor coexistence curve where
S=1at point B(T= 233 K).Condensationisexpectedtostart
somewhere between point B and the point of maximum nucleation rate,
point D at138K.Since the onset of condensation(pointC)is
located within the temperature range of 138 to 233 K,the nascent
clusters could be either liquid or solid.It should be noted that the
X/D locations of points A-D are unknown relative to the position of
closest approach for our measurements (50 micron for our beam waists
of 100 micron diameter).Somewhat arbitrarily,we have chosen the
middle of the nozzle channel tocorresponds toX/D = 0 in marking
points A-D on Fig. 5-10(a).94
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Fig. 5-10The isentrope, coexistence curve, and the cluster
temperatures of neat C2H2 expansion
(P
o= 11.5 atm, T
o= 252 K)95
For large clusters, the thermodynamic state must fall either on
the L-V or S-V coexistence curves,orif metastable supercooled
liquid is formed, on an extrapolation of the liquid-vapor curve below
the triple point(shown as a dotted linein the figure).In our
experiments, the first cluster observed is liquid, supercooled to 168
K (point a). Since the cluster must be warmer than the vapor (due to
the heat of condensation), we might assume an approximate temperature
of 168 K for point C,the vapor condensation onset temperature. The
data thus suggest that condensation occurs in the gray region from
138Kto168K,correspondingtoanSrangeof100to8.
Unfortunately,this condensation process occurs early in the high
density region of the expansion, within and just outside the nozzle,
where we can not probe.However,evidence that cluster growth is
extensive in going from D to point a comes from a size estimate
discussed below.
Freezing Process
The supercooled liquid at 168 K (point a) continues to cool in
the expansion, down to 160 K (point b), where it transforms to cubic
solid phase at 169 K (point c). This liquid to cubic solid transition
israpid,within 1psfromthe observed position andthebeam
velocity.Two factors probably contribute to this fast conversion.
First,sincetheliquidissupercooled by-30K,therateof
spontaneous formation of cubic nuclei of a critical size is high.
However, in the absence of collision or evaporation, the temperature96
of the supercooled microdrop would riseby AH/Cz 33 K on
f usp
freezing,to a temperature abovethe melting point.That freezing
does occur is a consequence of the fact that the liquid-solid phase
transition happens in the early stages of the expansion (X/D <5)
where there are enough collisions of clusters with the background gas
to help to carry away at least part of the heat of freezing.The
temperature rise of 9 K for the newly formed solid suggests that at
least 70 % of the fusion heat is dissipated by collisional cooling.
This effect is even more pronounced for seeded expansions, where no
temperature difference was seen between the supercooled liquid and
the initial solid clusters.
Once all the liquid is transformed to cubic solid at point d
(158 K),the solid microcrystal experiences further cooling asit
movesoutintothelow density"collisionfree"regionofthe
expansion. Here,thetemperaturedecreaseismainlydueto
evaporation rather than cooling by noncondensing collisions with the
monomer.
Cubic-Orthorhombic Transition
Eventually,inthe X/D range of 29.5 - 44.5,conversion to
orthorhombic solid occurs, followed by further cooling to an ultimate
temperature of 129 K at X/D = 48.4 (point h).In contrast to the
freezing case,no evidence is seen for supercooling ofthe cubic
phase prior to transition to the orthorhombic solid.In addition, the
solid-solidconversionismuchslower(-5ps)thaninthe97
liquid-solid case and appears to be nearly "isothermal", suggesting
that the rate of conversion is governed by the rate of removal of the
transition heat by evaporative cooling. This in fact offers a basis
for making a crude estimate of cluster size, as discussed below.
Inference of Cluster Size
Implicitlyinouruseofequilibriumtemperature-frequency
relations to deduce cluster temperatures is the assumption that the
clusters are large enough that bulk properties obtain. Although we
cannot estimate the cluster size directly from our spectra,it is in
principlepossibletoextractsomesizeinformationfroman
appropriatemodelfortheformation,growth,cooling,orphase
transitions ofthe clusters.However,itis difficultto make a
quantitative interpretation for the formation or growth of clusters
in the early stages of the expansion where both condensation and
evaporation occur actively on the clusters due to the large number of
collisions occuring.Also,no spectral data were obtained in this
expansion region. Thus the most useful part of the data in modeling
cluster properties is that for the later part of the expansion, where
collisional frequencies become negligible and thus evaporation is the
main source of heat transfer.
Evaporationisaunimolecularreactionwhichresultsin
energy loss and thus cooling of the clusters.Klots74-76 suggested
that the evaporation rate depends on the heat of evaporation of the
molecule, which in turn is a function of temperature but is nearly98
independent of the size of the clusters. The minimum energy needed to
evaporateasinglemoleculefroman n-moleculeclustercanbe
expressed as
AE = AE AE
evap, n evap surf
(5-2)
The first term on the right side of Eq.(5-2)is the vaporization
energy of a single molecule at a given temperature and the second
term comes from the change ofthesurface energy by losing one
molecule.Sincetheevaporativecooling gradientisgreaterfor
smaller clusters for a given energy loss,size information can be
obtained from the cooling curve of the clusters.
Using this approach, Beck et al22 were able to estimate the size
ofN
2
clustersfromanaccurately determinedcurveofcluster
temperature as a function of X/D. The same approach is not feasible
inthecaseofC
2
H
2clusters becauseofthelackofnecessary
thermodynamicdata for this sample and therelatively large (5 - 10
K) absolute uncertainties of the temperature determinations. Instead,
we use the phase transition of cubic to orthorhombic solid in the
region of the neat C2H2 expansion where evaporation dominates;this
occurs at X/D > -20. As mentioned earlier,the solid clusters which
arrived at this point are believed to be fully grown,crystalline,
and at a nearly constant temperature around 133 K during the phase
transition.Ifweassumenocollisionsandan isothermal phase
change,the heat removed by evaporation will exactly compensate the
latent heat of the phase transition.The change of surface tension99
due to evaporation will be very small for such large clusters, and
hence we neglect the surface term in Eq.(5-2).
Ifwefurthermakethe(reasonable)assumptionthatthe
Raman cross sections for both solids are the same, then we can obtain
thefractionofmoleculestransformedtoorthorhombicsolidby
comparing the intensities of the solid bands at a given position in
the jet.The plot of this fraction vs.X/D or time can give the
solid-solid phase transition rate.
In order to calculate the rate of phase transition for a given
cluster size, we first need to know the number dN/dt of molecules
evaporating per second from the surface of the cluster
dN/dt = S Z
w
(5-3)
where S is the total surface area of the cluster and Zis the number
w
of molecules colliding with unit surface area in a second.Zis
w
relatedtothe vapor pressure,P,temperature,T,and molecular
weight, M, according to Eq.(5-4).
Z= NP
// 1
(5-4)
w a
2nMRT
Evaporation of molecules from a finite cluster results in a change in
size, the rate of which is
dR_dVdR
dt dtdV
(5-5)100
where V =4/3nR
3
isthe volumeofcluster,ifweassume,for
convenience,thattheclusterisspherical.ThenEq. (5-5)
becomes
dR
dt
Z
p N
a
(5-6)
and,usingthethermodynamicdataofC2H2at133Kweget
Z= 9.84 x104 A-2s-1 and dR/dt= 5.53 x 106 A/s.
For a given cluster size,the rate of size change dR/dt can be
used to calculate the rate of heat loss dQ/dt (Eq.(5-7)), which in
turn can give the number and fraction of molecules transformed to
orthorhombic solid phase in a second (Eq.(5-8)).
dx
dQ dR( p
AH (5-7) dt dtk M evap
o r tho
dt
3
AH
dR evap 1
dtAH
s -s
(5-8)
InFig.5-11,theobservedandcalculatedratesofthe
solid-solid phasetransition foraneatacetylene expansion are
shown.Accordingtothiscalculation,themean clustersizeis
estimated atabout70 nminradius,correspondingto-2x10
7
molecules.
It would be useful to consider the factors we neglected for this
calculation. First, collisionsbetween clusters and the101
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Fig. 5-11Simulations of solid-solid phase transition rate
for three different sizes of C H clusters 2 2102
background gases, which are governed by the pressure and temperature
ofthe gas andthecollisionalefficiency,can affecttherate
of heat change in the cluster. By using the isentropicpressure and
temperature in this region, we can calculate the maximum numberof
gasmoleculeswhichcondenseonthesurfaceofclustersvia
collision.The number obtained was - 10 % of that of evaporation,
resulting in - 10 % reduction in heat change. The heat transfer due
to the temperature difference between clusters and the backgroundgas
molecules is even smaller (- 2 % of the evaporative heat change).If
weincludetheseterms,thesizeisestimatedtobeonlytwo
nanometers smaller than what we obtained.
If we add a surface tension effect orif the cubic clusters
areinitiallysupercooled,thentheclustersizewillalsobe
estimated to be slightly smaller than 70 nm radius.Therefore,the
effect of these minor terms will only reduce themean size estimate
of70 nm by about 2-5 nm.
Seeded Expansions
It is interesting to compare the isentrope and the pathof the
clusterformationintheseededexpansionswiththoseofneat
expansion. Fig. 5-12 shows the case of 10 % C2H2 in Ne atstagnation
condition of P
o= 23 atm, T
o= 252 K.
Interestingly, the crossing point of S = 1is slightly lower in
itstemperature(190K)thanthetriplepoint(192.4K).This
suggests that the formation of solid clusters mightbe favored in103
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this expansion. The maximum nucleation rate is predicted to be at 114
K.These predictionsarequiteconsistent with ourexperimental
result, which is that there was no liquid phase seen and the first
cluster observed was cubic solid at136 K(pointa).This solid
transforms quite quickly, giving orthorhombic solid at 99 K at point
b in the expansion. The orthorhombic solid further cools very rapidly
so that at point d the temperature is 60 K.
Similar plots can be made for 25 % and 50 % mixtures and Table
5-5 summarize the results.
Table 5-5The critical parameters for the expansions of 10 %,
25 %, and 50 % C
2
H
2
/Ne (P
o
= 23 atm, T
o= 252 K)
10 % 25 % 50 %
at S=1 T(K) 190 215 241
X/D -0.53 -0.76 -1.02
T(K) 114 131 149
at S 4270 609 105
J=max. r*(A) 2.9 3.0 3.3
n* 1.8 2.0 2.6
X/D 0.5 0.52 0.74
first- cubic
observed solid liquid liquid
clusters (136 K) (168 K) (187 K)105
As is listed in Table 5-5,the phase and the temperature of
first-formed clusters are controlled by the temperature of S = 1 and
J = max.In all cases,the temperatures of first observed clusters
fall in the temperature range at S = 1 and at J = max. Interestingly,
the first form of cluster observed in 50 % C
2
H
2
/Ne expansion is 187 K
liquid, which is warmer than that obtained in a neat expansion (168 K
liquid). This is consistent with the higher temperature range of the
onset point of condensation in a 50 % mixture (149 - 241 K) than that
in neat C H(138 - 233 K). 22
Inaddition,thesaturationratioSsignificantlyaffects
the extent of clustering. Fig. 5-13 shows the % of condensation for
the three different mixtures (Table 5-3) as a function of saturation
ratio S at the maximum nucleation point.In going from 50 % to 10 %
mixtures,the saturation ratio atJ= max increases from a few
hundred up to several thousand, giving almost 100 % condensation in
10 % C
2
H
2/Ne expansion. Therefore, by using the theory of homogeneous
condensation, we were able to explain the properties of first-formed
clusters obtained from several different expansions.
Future Directions
We note that, since the acetylene clusters are so readily formed
in any expansions,we did not observe the very early part of the
formation process. Using a slightly lower initial pressure or higher
temperature of pure acetylene as a expansion source might be favored
for this purpose.Also,improved measurements at higher resolution100
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should permit more accurate temperature determinations and perhaps a
clearer interpretation of the cluster formation.Extension of the
studies of acetylene clusters tothe v4 bending and lattice mode
regions would also be useful.The latter are of special interest
because both frequencies and linewidths in this region are strongly
dependent on temperature and hence they should more directly reveal
thedynamicaland structuralcharacteristics ofmolecular
microcrystals. Preliminary experiments with neat acetylene in this
regionrevealedsomepotentialdifficulties.Forexample,the
strongest lattice mode (- 20 cm
-1
)of the cubic solid is quite close
to the pure rotational lines of the monomer and thus it is hard to
discern.The most intense mode for the orthorhombic solid is more
separated(- 80 cm
-1
)from monomer rotational structure,butthis
phase is formed further down in the low density region of the jet
where the system sensitivity is very low.If repeated,experiments
withlowconcentrationsofacetyleneinNe would eliminatethe
problemofspectraloverlapping with monomersincemostofthe
monomer will be consumed in forming the clusters from the expansions
of these samples.In addition, for these samples the solids would be
formed closer to the nozzle, where the sensitivity problem should be
less severe.108
Summary
The results presented for C2H2 clustersin this thesis show
that the combination of the CARS technique with free jet expansions
is useful in studying the condensation processes and the properties
of molecular aggregates formed as a result of clustering.The high
spatialandtimeresolutionofthistechniquemakeitunique,
especiallyin exploring the dynamics of cluster evolutionin an
expansion. For C2H2,the spectra clearly show that liquid-solid and
solid-solid phase transitions can occur in microclusters.That the
solid microcrystals are well-orderedisindicated bythisfirst
observation of aninternal vibrational mode splitting caused by
coupling between molecules in the unit cell.Cluster temperatures
were determined from frequency-temperature relations deduced from
accompanying equilibrium sample studies. The temperature and phase of
thefirst-formedclustersagreewellwiththosepredictedby
homogeneous nucleation theory. Also, a rough estimate ofmean cluster
size was obtained from theoretical modeling of the solid-solid phase
transition rate, yielding a diameter of -140 nm.109
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Fig. A-1Block diagram of computer interfacing of PC with
Spex monochromator using Lab Master DMA boardmenu:
DECLARE SUB STEPSP (IDIRI, NPULS #, RATE)
DECLARE SUB SPEX (IDIRI, NPULS #)
DECLARE SUB DPC2 (NINT, NRAY())
DECLARE SUB PLOTROUTINE (NDPTS%, WaveO, Havel, Interval, SIG0(), FILES)
DIM X(3000), SIGO(3000), SIG1(3000), NRAY(10)
'* THIS ROUTINE IS WRITTEN FOR THE SPEX. DATA CAN BE EITHER
'* FROM THE A/D CHANNELS OR DPC-2.
'* ALL THE WAVELENGTHS UNITS SHOULD BE IN ANGSTROM.
*
*
address = 1808
CONT = 1823
PORTA = 1820
PORTS = 1821
PORTC = 1822 'CO; DIR (PIN 8 ON THE SPEX), Cl ; PULSES (PIN 7)
'C2; COMPUTER CONTROL (PIN 10)
SCREEN 0, 0, 0
CLS
LOCATE 3, 20
COLOR 0,7
PRINT " MAIN MENU
COLOR 7, 0
PRINT
LOCATE 8, 16
PRINT "(1) SCAN SPEX MONOCHROMATOR TO NEW POSITION"
LOCATE 10, 16
PRINT "(2) BEGIN SCANNING FOR THE DATA FROM A/D CHANNELS"
LOCATE 12, 16
PRINT "(3) BEGIN SCANNING FOR THE DATA FROM DPC-2"
LOCATE 14, 16
PRINT "(4) PLOT DATA"
LOCATE 16, 16
PRINT "(5) QUIT"
LOCATE 6, 8: PRINT CHR$(201)
LOCATE 6, 72: PRINT CHR$(187)
LOCATE 18, 8: PRINT CHR$(200)
LOCATE 18, 72: PRINT CHR$(188)
FOR I = 9 TO 71
LOCATE 6,I: PRINT CHR$(205)
LOCATE 18, I: PRINT CHR$(205)
NEXT I
FOR I = 7 TO 17
LOCATE I, 8: PRINT CHR$(186): LOCATE I,72: PRINT CHR$(186)
NEXT I
LOCATE 20, 22
PRINT "MAZE YOUR CHOICE: /1-5
COLOR 0,7
LOCATE 20, 55: PRINT "
COLOR 7, 0
CHOICE$ = INPUT$(1)
CHOICE% = VAL(CHOICE$)
CLS
SELECT CASE CHOICE%
117118
CASE 1
LOCATE 10, 10: INPUT "ENTER THE CURRENT WAVELENGTH
LOCATE 12, 10: INPUT "ENTER THE DESIRED WAVELENGTH
NPULS# = ABS(INT((Wavel - WaveO) / .02))
IF Wavel > Wave° THEN
IDIR = 1
ELSEIF Wavel < WaveO THEN
IDIR = 0
END IF
CALL SPEX(IDIR, NPULS #)
GOTO menu
BEGIN:
CASE 2
CASE 2
>", WaveO
>", Wavel
LOCATE 6, 10
INPUT "ENTER THE STARTING WAVELENGTH >", Wave°
LOCATE 8, 10
INPUT "ENTER THE FINAL WAVELENGTH >", Wavel
LOCATE 10, 10
INPUT "ENTER THE STEP SIZE(IN ANGSTROM ) >", Interval
LOCATE 12, 10
INPUT "ENTER THE t OF SHOTS TO AVERAGE >", SHOT%
LOCATE 14, 10
INPUT "DO YOU WANT TO COLLECT TEE DATA ON CHANNEL 1 TOO"; ans$
IF ans$ = "Y" OR ans$ = "y" THEN Atod% = 2
IF ans$ = "N" OR ans$ = 'n' THEN Atod% = 1
NPULSI = ABS(INT(Interval / .02))
NDPTS% = (Wavel - WaveO) / Interval + 1
LOCATE 16, 10
PRINT : PRINT "SCANNING FROM ', Wave0, "TO", Wavel
PRINT "WITH", Interval, 'ANGSTROM INCREMENT"
PRINT "AND", SHOT%, "SHOTS AVERAGED" '
IF Atod% = 2 THEN
PRINT "COLLECTING DATA ON CH 0 AND CH1"
ELSEIF Atod% = 1 THEN
PRINT "COLLECTING DATA ON CH 0 ONLY"
END IF
PRINT
INPUT "CHANGE ANYTHING "; ans$
IF ans$ = "Y" OR ans$ "y" TEEN
GOTO BEGIN
END IF
X = INP(address + 6)
OUT address + 4, 128
OUT address + 4, 132
OUT address + 5, 0
CLS
SCREEN 3
VIEW (1, 1)-(680, 298); ,1'USE THE BOX OF X=1-680, Y=1-298
WINDOW (1, 0)-(NDPTS%, 10) 'SCALE WITH THE RANGE OF X=1-NDPTS,
'Y=0-10
VIEW PRINT 24 TO 25
LOCATE 24, 5: PRINT "WAVELENGTH:"
LOCATE 24, 40: PRINT "INTENSITY:"
FOR I = 1 TO NDPTS%SUMO = 0
SUM]. = 0
FOR J = 1 TO SHOT%
IF Atod% = 2 THEN
OUT (address + 4), 132
OUT (address + 5), 0
END IF
100 :
'A/D EXTERNAL START
'ON CHANNEL 0
IF INP(address + 4) < 128 THEN 100'END CONVERSION?
LO = INP(address + 5) AND 255 'READ LOW BYTE
HI = INP(address + 6) AND 15 'READ HIGH BYTE
TOT = 256 * HI + LO
IF TOT > 32767 THEN TOT = TOT - 65536
DUMO = TOT / 409.6
SUMO = SUMO + DUMO
IF Atod% = 1 THEN 300 'SECOND A/D?
OUT (address + 4), 128
OUT (address + 5), 1 'A/D ON CH 1
OUT (address + 6), 0 'START CONVERSION
200 :
IF INP(address + 4) < 128 THEN 200
LO = INP(address + 5) AND 255
HI = INP(address + 6) AND 15
TOT = 256 * HI + LO
IF TOT > 32767 THEN TOT = TOT - 65536
DUM1 = TOT / 409.6
SUM1 = SUM1 + DUM1
300 : SIGO(I) = SUMO / SHOT%
SIG1(I) = SUM1 / SHOT%
NEXT J
PLOTTHE DATA ON THE SCREEN
IF I = 1 THEN LINE (1, SIGO(1))-(1, SIGO(1)): GOTO 700
LINE (I - 1, SIGO(I - 1))-(I, SIGO(I))
700 : WAVE = Wave° + (I - 1)* Interval
LOCATE 24, 20: PRINT USING "1101.11"; WAVE
LOCATE 24, 58: PRINT USING "ii.iii"; SIGO(I)
500 :
X(I) = WAVE
'SCAN THE SPEX FOR THE NEXT DATA POINT
IDIR = 1
go.time = TIMER + .5
WHILE TIMER < go.time: WEND
RATE = .0015
CALL STEPSP(IDIR, NPULSi, RATE)
600 :
NEXT I
SAVE THE DATA
1000 :
INPUT "DO YOU WANT TO SAVE DATA TO DISK ?", SA$
IF SA$ = "Y" OR SA$ = "y" THEN 1200 ELSE 1100
1100 :
IF SA$ = "N" OR SA$ = "n" THEN 1900 ELSE 1000
1200 :
INPUT "WHICH DRIVE (A: B: OR C:) ", WW$120
IFWW$="a"ORWW$="A"THENWW$="A:"
IFWW$="b"ORWW$="B"THENWWS="B:"
IFWW$="c"ORWW$="C"THENWW$="C:"
INPUT " FILE NAME", FILES
OPEN WW$ t FILE$ FOR OUTPUT AS #1
PRINT #1, WaveO, Wavel
PRINT #1, Interval, SHOT%
PRINT #1, WaveO, Atod%
IF Atod% = 1 THEN
FOR N = 1 TO NDPTS%
PRINT #1, X(N), SIGO(N)
NEXT N
ELSEIF Atod% = 2 THEN
FOR N = 1 TO NDPTS%
PRINT #1, X(N), SIGO(N), SIG1(N)
NEXT N
END IF
CLOSE
1900 :
WHILE INKEY$ <> "": WEND
SCREEN 0
GOTO menu
CASE 3
CASE 3
FIRST:
LOCATE 6, 10
INPUT "ENTER THE STARTING WAVELENGTH >", Wave0
LOCATE 8, 10
INPUT "ENTER THE FINAL WAVELENGTH >", Wavel
LOCATE 10, 10
INPUT "ENTER THE STEP SIZE (IN ANGSTROM ) >", Interval
LOCATE 12, 10
INPUT "ENTER THE INTEGRATION TIME (0.1 - 10 SEC) >", NINT
LOCATE 14, 10
INPUT "ENTER THE UPPER Y VALUE FOR SCREEN DISPLAY (0-10"8)
IUPPER#
NPULS# = ABS(INT(Interval / .02))
NDPTS% = (Wavel - Wave0) / Interval .1.1
LOCATE 18, 10
PRINT :PRINT "SCANNING FROM ", Wave0, "TO", Wavel
PRINT "WITH", Interval, "ANGSTROM INCREMENT"
PRINT "AND", NINT,"INTEGRATION TIME"
PRINT "UPPER Y VALUE = ", IUPPER#
PRINT
INPUT "CHANGE ANYTHING "; ans$
IF ans$ = "Y" OR ana$ = "y" THEN
GOTO FIRST
END IF
'***** COLLECT THE SIGNAL FROM THE PMT THROUGH THE DPC-2
CONVERT BINARY CODED DECIMAL TO A DECIMAL NUMBER
CLS
SCREEN 3
VIEW (1, 1)-(680, 298), 1'USE THE BOX OF X=1-680, Y=1-298
WINDOW (1, O)- (NDPTS %, IUPPER#) 'SCALE WITH THE RANGE OF'X= 1- NDPTS%, Y=0-IUPPERf
VIEW PRINT 24 TO 25
LOCATE 24, 5: PRINT "WAVELENGTH:"
LOCATE 24, 40: PRINT "INTENSITY:"
SIGMAX .= 0
FOR I = 1 TO NDPTS%
SIGO(I) = 0
CALL DPC2(NINT, NRAY())
FOR J = 0 TO 8
PRINT USING " # # # # # #. # # "; NRAY(J)
S = NRAY(J) * 10 (8 - J)
SIGO(I) = SIGO(I) + S
NEXT J
IF SIGO(I) > SIGMAX THEN
SIGMAX = SIGO(I)
END IF
PLOTTHE DATA ON THE SCREEN
IF I = 1 THEN LINE (1, SIG0(1))-(1, SIGO(1)): GOTO 1700
LINE (I - 1, SIGO(I - 1))-(I, SIGO(I))
1700 : WAVE = Wave0 + (I - 1) * Interval
LOCATE 24, 20: PRINT USING "#111.11"; WAVE
LOCATE 24, 58: PRINT USING "111111111#41"; SIGO(I)
X(I) = WAVE
'SCAN THE SPEX FOR THE NEXT DATA POINT
IDIR = 1
'go.time = TIMER + .1
'WHILE TIMER < go.time: WEND
RATE = .0015
CALL STEPSP(IDIR, NPULS #, RATE)
NEXT I
SAVE THE DATA
2000 :
INPUT "DO YOU WANT TO SAVE THE DATA TO DISK '7", SA$
IF SA$ = "Y" OR SA$ = "y" THEN 2200 ELSE 2100
2100:
IF SA$ = "N" OR SA$ = "n" THEN 2900 ELSE 2000
2200:
INPUT "WHICH DRIVE (A: B: OR CO ", WW$
IF WW$ = "a" OR WW$ = "A" THEN WW$ = "A:"
IF WW$ = "b" OR WW$ = "B" THEN WW$ = "B:"
IF WW$ = "c" OR WW$ = "C" THEN WW$ = "C:"
INPUT " FILE NAME", FILES
OPEN WW$ + F1LE$ FOR OUTPUT AS #1
PRINT #1, Wave0, Wavel
PRINT #1, Interval, HINT
PRINT #1, IUPPER#, SIGMAX
FOR N = 1 TO NDPTS%
SIGO(N) = SIGO(N) / SIGMAX * 9.8
PRINT #1, X(N), SIGO(N)
NEXT N
CLOSE #1
2900:
121WHILE INKEY$ <> "": WEND
SCREEN 0
GOTO menu
CASE 4
CASE 4
PRINT USING "iiiii.#0"; Interval
CALL PLOTROUTINE(NDPTS%, Wave0, Wavel, Interval, SIG0(), FILES)
GOTO menu
Handler:
CLOSE #2
PRINT "File Not Found"
PRINT "Press <RETURN> to resume program"
ans$ = INPUT$(1)
RESUME redo
redo: GOTO menu
CASE 5
END SELECT
END
CASE 5
*.
*
.1
*
*
*
*
*
*
SUB DPC2
PORTA (IN)
3
2
1
0
(NINT, NRAY())
PORTB(OUT)
4
3
2
1
0
DPC2
14
8
7
2
12
16
5
4
3
18
; BCD DATA MSS
; BCD DATA LSB
; COMPUTER CONTROL
; COMPUTER READ
; COUNT GATE
; LATCH AND CLEAR
; READ/WRITE CLOCK
; GROUND
*
PORTA = 1820
PORTS = 1821
CONT = 1823
OUT CONT, &H98
OUT PORTE, 0
FOR K = 1 TO 5
OUT PORTB, 4
NEXT K
OUT PORTE, 0
FOR K = 1 TO 5
OUT PORTB, 2
NEXT K
OUT PORTS, 0
'CLEAR THE OUTPUT PORT
'SET LINE 5
'SET LINE 4
122FOR K = 1 TO 5
OUT PORTS, 8
NEXT K
OUT FORTH, 0
FOR K = 1 TO 16
FOR M = 1 TO 5
OUT PORTB, 1
NEXT 14
FOR M = 1 TO 5
OUT FORTH, 0
NEXT M
NEXT K
FOR K = 1 TO 5
OUT PORTS, 4
NEXT K
SET.TIME = TIMER 4- NINT
WHILE TIMER < SET.TIME
WEND
OUT PORTS, 0
FOR K = 1 TO 5
OUT PORTB, 2
NEXT K
OUT PORTS, 0
FOR K = 1 TO 5
OUT FORTH, 8
NEXT K
OUT PORTS, 0
FOR K = 1 TO 5
OUT PORTS, 1
NEXT K
OUT PORTS, 0
DATE INPUT
FOR I = 1 TO 9
FOR K = 1 TO 5
OUT PORTB, 1
NEXT K
OUT PORTB, 0
NRAY(I) = (INP(PORTA)
'PRINT USING "fiiii.ii";
NEXT I
FOR I = 1 TO 7
FOR K = 1 TO 5
OUT PORTS, 1
NEXT K
OUT PORTB, 0
NEXT I
END SUB
'SET LINE 16
'SET LINE 3 16 TIMES
'RAISE LINE 5 FOR INTEGRATION TIME
' SET LINE 4
'SET LINE 16
'SET LINE 3
'SET LINE 3
AND &HF)
NRAY
'SET LINE 3
123SUB PLOTROUTINE (NDPTS%, WaveO, Navel, Interval, SIG(), FILE$)
DIM SIOX(3000)
DEFINT A-H
SCREEN 0, 0, 0
CLS
GOSUB OUTPUT.TYPE
GOSUB GET.DAT
GOSUB X.Y.TICK
GOSUB LABLES
GOSUB PLOT.DAT
GOSUB TITLES
GOSUB CHOICE. PARAMETERS
PRINT #1, "sp;pu-30 Or°
CLOSE #1
LJP$ = "L"
GOSUB PRINT.MESSAGE
EXIT SUB
OUTPUT. TYPE:
againl:
LOCATE 10, 10: PRINT "Would you like to plot this on the HP7470A"
LOCATE 11, 10: PRINT "or the LASERJET [H OR 1.)?"
LOCATE 12, 10: PRINT "Q to quit"
ans$ = UCASE$(INPUT$(1))
IF ans$ = "H" THEN HPlot$ = ans$ ELSE HPlot$ = ""
IF ans$ = "L" THEN LJPS = ans$ ELSE LJP$ = "
IF HPlot$ = "H" THEN OPEN "COM1: 9600" FOR OUTPUT AS #1
IF LJP$ = "L" THEN
defilel$ = "C:\QB45\OUTPUT.PLT"
LOCATE 10, 1: PRINT SPACE$(79): LOCATE 11, 1: PRINT SPACE$(79)
LOCATE 12, 1: PRINT SPACE$(79): LOCATE 11, 1: PRINT SPACE$(79)
LOCATE 10, 5
PRINT "The Output file will be called"; defilel$
PRINT "Enter the name of the Output file: [default = "
; defilel$; "I"
LOCATE 11, 5
PRINT "It is best to use a .PLT extension until you are familiar"
LOCATE 12, 5
PRINT "with the LaserPlotter program"
LOCATE 13, 5: INPUT FILE1$
aet.time = TIMER + 2: WHILE TIMER < set.time: WEND
LOCATE 10, 5: PRINT SPACE$(79): LOCATE 11, 1: PRINT SPACE$(79)
IF FILE1$ = "" THEN FILE1$ = defilel$
FILE1$ = UCASE$(FILE1$)
OPEN FILE1$ FOR OUTPUT AS #1
END IF
IF ans$ = "Q" THEN CLOSE #1: EXIT SUB
IF ans$ = "" THEN
LOCATE 8, 10: PRINT " You must answer ": GOTO againl
END IF
RETURN
GET.DAT:
124REM
again2:
125
CLS
defile2$ = FILE$
LOCATE 10, 5
PRINT "Enter the name of the data file ": LOCATE 11, 5
PRINT "plus the path:(default = "; defile2$;
INPUT ") ", FILEO$
IF FILEO$ = "" AND defile2$ <> "" THEN FILEO$ = defile2$
IF FILEO$ = "" THEN EXIT SUB
FILEO$ = UCASES(F/LE0$)
LOCATE 10, 1: PRINT SPACE$(79): LOCATE 11, 1: PRINT SPACE$(79)
ON ERROR GOTO Handler
OPEN FILEO$ FOR INPUT AS #2
INPUT #2, WaveO, Wavel
INPUT #2, Interval, Shots : PRINT steps; Shots
INPUT #2, Shift°, Atod% : PRINT ShiftO, Atod%
NDPTS% = (Wavel - WaveO) / Interval
IF Atod% = 1 THEN
FOR idat = 1 TO NDPTS%
LOCATE 8, 10: PRINT "Number "; idat
INPUT #2, SIGX(idat), SIG(idat)
LOCATE 10, 10: PRINT USING "1111.11 + # #. # # # "; SIGX(idat)
; SIG(idat)
NEXT idat
ELSEIF Atod% = 2 THEN
FOR idat = 1 TO NDPTS%
INPUT #2, SIGX(idat), SIG(idat), DUMMY
LOCATE 10, 10: PRINT USING "iiii.ti + # #. # # # "; SIGX(idat)
; SIG(idat)
NEXT idat
END IF
CLOSE #2
AerO = SIGX(1)
Aerl = SIGX(NDPTS%)
LOCATE 8,1: PRINT SPACE$(79): LOCATE 10, 1: PRINT SPACE$(79)
RETURN
REM
X.Y.TICK:
REM _____________________ ===-...=======..===
Xtic = NDPTS% / 10: ytic = 1
xbox = Xtic / 10
ybox = ytic / 10
mx = NDPTS% / 200: my . 10 / 200
°Box around Data point
'Part of the Box
PRINT "IN IP 0 0 10300 7560 SC"; .13 - NDPTS %; 1.3 * NDPTS%
;-2; 10.8; ";"
PRINT #1, "SP 1 PU PA"; 0; 0; "PD"; 0; 10; NDPTS%; 10; NDPTS%
; 0; 0; 0; ";"
FOR X = Xtic TO NDPTS% STEP Xtic
PRINT #1, "PU PA"; X; my; "PD"; X; "0 PU; ";
IF LJP$ = "" THEN
SET.TIME = TIMER + .5: WHILE TIMER < SET.TIME: WEND
END IF
NEXT X
PRINT #1,
FOR Y = ytic TO (10) STEP ytic126
PRINT #1, "PA"; 0; Y; "PD"; mx; Y; "PU;"
IF LJP$ = "" THEN
SET.TIME = TIMER + .2: WHILE TIMER < SET.TIME: WEND
END IF
NEXT Y
Xlabel$ = "PU # # # #. #,- .2;CP -3.5 -.5;LBiiii.ii"CHR$(3) + ":"
FOR X = 0 TO 1.05 * NDPTS% STEP 2 * Xtic
Xlabel = AerO + (X / NDPTS%) * (Aerl - AerO)
PRINT #1, USING Xlabel$; X; Xlabel
IF LJP$ = "" THEN
SET.TIME = TIMER + 1: WHILE TIMER < SET.TIME: WEND
END IF
NEXT X
IF LJP$ = "' THEN SET.TIME = TIMER + 5: WHILE TIMER < SET.TIME: WEND
Ylabel$ = "PU0,140.ii;CP-5.25 - .25;LB # #. # #" + CHR$(3) + ";"
FOR Y = 0 TO 10 STEP 2
PRINT #1, USING Ylabel$; Y; Y
IF LJP$ = "" THEN
SET.TIME = TIMER + 1: WHILE TIMER < SET.TIME: WEND
END IF
NEXT Y
RETURN
REM ==..== =======
LABELS:
REM ======= ==.===========..=====.,====...====.=====:.=.===...======.=
REM This routine Labels the axes with x = wavenumbers and
REM y = volts
Term$ = CHR$(3)
Xlable$ = "ANGSTROMS"
Xlbl = LEN(Xlable$) + 1
PRINT il, "PU"; NDPTS% / 2; -1; "CP"; -(X1b1 / 2); -.5; "LB"
; Xlable$; Term$
IF LJP$ = "" THEN SET.TIME = TIMER + .5: WHILE TIMER < SET.TIME: WEND
Ylable$ = "VOLTS"
ylbl = LEN(Ylable$)
PRINT #1, "PU"; -.1 * NDPTS%; 5; "DI 0 1"; "CP"; -(y1b1 / 2), 0
"LB"; Ylable$; Term$
RETURN
REM == ====. = ___________________
PLOT.DAT:
REM ============= =========_=============
PRINT #1, "SP 2;"
IF LJP$ = "" THEN SET.TIME = TIMER + 15: WHILE TIMER < SET.TIME: WEND
PRINT "PA PU"; 1; SIG(I); ";"
FOR I = 1 TO NDPTS%
PRINT "PD"; I; SIG(I); ";"
IF LJP$ = " THEN
SET.TIME = TIMER + .08: WHILE TIMER < SET.TIME: WEND
END IF
NEXT I
PRINT #1, "PU;SP;"
RETURN127
REM
TITLES:
REM
REM
REM
The routine Titles inputs the title of theplot
LOCATE 10, 1: PRINT SPACE$(79): LOCATE 11,1: PRINT SPACE$(79)
LOCATE 10, 1
INPUT "What is the Title"; title$
RETURN
CHOICE.PARAMETERS:
REM ..=======.========.========
CLS
LOCATE 10, 1: PRINT SPACE$(79)
LOCATE 8, 3: PRINT CHR$(201) '218
LOCATE 8, 72: PRINT CHR$(187) '191
LOCATE 20, 3: PRINT CHR$(200) '192
LOCATE 20, 72: PRINT CHR$(188) '217
FOR I = 4 TO 71
LOCATE 8, I: PRINT CHR$(205) '196
LOCATE 20, I: PRINT CHR$(205) '196
NEXT I
FOR I = 9 TO 19
LOCATE I, 3: PRINT CHR$(186): LOCATE I, 72: PRINTCHR$(186) '179
NEXT I
LOCATE 4, 12: PRINT "YOU HAVE THE FOLLOWING CHOICESFOR PLOT
INFORMATION"
LOCATE 10, 5
PRINT "YOU MAY: ": LOCATE 12, 5
PRINT "Print data acquisition parameters from a menu
LOCATE 14, 5
PRINT "Input your own text "
LOCATE 16, 5
PRINT "Print the title only ":
LOCATE 18, 5
PRINT "or <RETURN> for none of the above "
LOCATE 22, 20: PRINT "Choose (1,2,3 or Return) ",
COLOR 0, 7
LOCATE 12, 60: PRINT CHR$(0) + "1" + CHR$(0)
LOCATE 14, 60: PRINT CHR$(0) + "2" + CHR$(0)
LOCATE 16, 60: PRINT CHR$(0) + "3" + CHR$(0)
LOCATE 18, 59: PRINT "Return"
COLOR 7, 0
ans3$ = INPUT$(1)
ans3 = VAL(ans3$)
IF ans3 = 1 THEN GOSUB PARAMETERS
IF ans3 = 2 THEN GOSUB SOME.TEXT
IF ans3 = 3 THEN GOSUB PRINT.TITLE
PRINT #1, "sp;pu-30 0;"
RETURN
PARAMETERS:
REM
REM This routine gives a menu of parameters andallows the changing128
REM of the values.Only the parameters in
CLS
mopt = 0
the menu may be printed.
MENU2:
LOCATE 10,
LOCATE 8,
LOCATE 6,
LOCATE 6,
LOCATE 18,
LOCATE 18,
FOR I = 4
1: PRINT SPACE$(79)
1
3: PRINT CHR$(201)
72: PRINT CHR$(187)
3: PRINT CHR$(200)
72: PRINT CHR$(188)
TO 71
'218
'191
'192
'217
LOCATE6, I: PRINT CHR$(205) '196
LOCATE18, I: PRINT CHR$(205) '196
NEXT I
FOR I = 7TO 17
LOCATEI, 3: PRINT CHR$(186):LOCATEI, 72: PRINT CHR$(186) '179
NEXT I
FOR I = 0TO 8
LOCATE 8+ 2 *(I \ 2), 6 + 40 *(I MOD2): PRINT I + 1
NEXT I
LOCATE8, 11:PRINT "PMT";
LOCATE8, 51:PRINT "MONSLIT";
LOCATE10,11: PRINT"GAIN";
LOCATE10,51: PRINT"TIME CST";
LOCATE12,11: PRINT"DYE BM";
LOCATE12,51: PRINT"PRESSURE";
LOCATE14,11: PRINT"STEPS";
LOCATE14,51: PRINT"SHOTS";
LOCATE16,11: PRINT"OD";
NNUM:
PRINT
LOCATE8,25: PRINTSPACE$(7):LOCATE8, 25: PRINT PMT;
LOCATE8,65: PRINTSPACE$(7):LOCATE8,65: PRINT MON.SLIT;
LOCATE10,25: PRINTSPACE$(7):LOCATE10,25:PRINTGAIN;
LOCATE10,65: PRINTSPACE$(7):LOCATE10,65:PRINTTIME.CST;
LOCATE12,25: PRINTSPACE$(7):LOCATE12,25:PRINTDYE.BM;
LOCATE12,65: PRINTSPACE$(7):LOCATE12,65:PRINTPRESS;
LOCATE14,25: PRINTSPACE$(7):LOCATE14,25:PRINTsteps;
LOCATE14,65: PRINTSPACE$(7):LOCATE14,65:PRINTShots;
LOCATE
PRINT
16,25: PRINTSPACE$(7):LOCATE16,25:PRINTOD;
PRINT: PRINT
IF mopt <> 0 GOTO CHANGE.PARAM
LOCATE 3, 5
PRINT "Would you like to change the parameters? [Y/N]",
ansl$ = UCASES(1NPUT$(1))
LOCATE 3, 1: PRINT SPACE$(79);
IF ansl$ = "Y" GOTO CHANGE.PARAX
LOCATE 4, 5
PRINT "WOULD YOU LIKE TO PRINT THE PARAMETERS? [YIN]",
ANS2$ = UCASE$(INPUT$(1))
LOCATE 4,1: PRINT SPACE$(79)
IF ANS2$ = "Y" GOTO PRINT.PARAM
IF ANS2$ = "N" GOTO CHOICE.PARAMETERS129
RETURN
CHANGE.PARAM:
LOCATE 20, 5
INPUT "Enter the number of the parameter to be changed: [0 to quit)
, mopt
LOCATE 20, 1: PRINT SPACE$(79)
IF mopt = 0 GOTO NNUM
LOCATE 21, 1: PRINT SPACE$(79): LOCATE 21, 5
INPUT "Enter the new value", new
LOCATE 21, 1: PRINT SPACE$(79)
IF mopt = 1 THEN PMT = new
IF mopt = 2 THEN MON.SLIT = new
IF mopt = 3 THEN GAIN = new
IF mopt = 4 THEN TIME.CST = new
IF mopt = 5 THEN DYE.BM = new
IF mopt = 6 THEN PRESS = new
IF mopt = 7 THEN steps = new
IF mopt = 8 THEN Shots = new
IF mopt = 9 THEN OD = new
GOTO NNUM
PRINT.PARAM:
GOSUB PRINT.TITLE
PRINT #1, "PU 2 1;LBPMT"; SPACE$(5); PMT; TAB(23); "MON SLITS "
; MON.SLIT; TAB(44); "GAIN"; GAIN; lf$
IF LJP$ = ** THEN SET.TIME = TIMER + 7: WHILE TIMER < SET.TIME: WEND
PRINT "PU 1 1;LBTIME.CST"; TIME.CST; TAB(23); "DYE BM
; DYE.BM; TAB(44); "PRESS"; PRESS; lf$
PRINT "PU 0 1;LBSTEPS*; SPACE$(3); steps; TAB(23); "SHOTS
; Shots; TAB(44); "OD "; OD; Term$
IF UPS = "" THEN SET.TIME = TIMER + 4: WHILE TIMER < SET.TIME: WEND
PRINT #1, "PU -1 1;LB"; param4$; lf$
PRINT #1, "PU -2 1;L8 "; param5S; Term$
RETURN
SOME. TEXT:
REM
REMThis Subroutine allows the input of 5 lines of your own choosing
REM after the file name and the title have been printed
CLS
LOCATE 7, 5
PRINT "5 lines of text may be written at this point. (E will exit)"
LOCATE 8, 5: PRINT "Type <Return> to begin."
LOCATE 9,5
PRINT "Type <Return> at the end of each line.": LOCATE 11, 5
ansl$ = UCASE$(INPUT$(1))
IF ansl$ = "E" GOTO CHOICE.PARAMETERS
LINE INPUT "1.)"; Textl$: LOCATE 12, 5
LINE INPUT "2.)"; Text2S: LOCATE 13, 5:
LINE INPUT "3.)"; Text3$: LOCATE 14, 5
LINE INPUT "4.)"; Text4$: LOCATE 15, 5
LINE INPUT "5.)"; Text5$1
GOSUB PRINT.TITLE
IF LJP$ = "" THEN SET.TIME = TIMER + 2: WHILE TIMER < SET.TIME: WEND130
PRINT #1, "PU 2 1; LB"; Textl$; lf$
PRINT #1, "PU 1 1; LB"; Text2$; lf$
IF Textl$ = "" THEN GOTO skipl
IF LJP$ = "" THEN SET.TIME = TIMER + 7: WHILE TIMER < SET.TIME: WEND
skipl:
PRINT #1, "PU 0 1; LB"; Text3$; lf$
PRINT #1, "PU -1 1; LB"; Text4$; lf$
IF Text3$ = "" THEN GOTO skip2
IF LJP$ = "" THEN SET.TIME = TIMER + 5: WHILE TIMER < SET.TIME: WEND
skip2:
PRINT #1, "PU -2 1; LB"; Text5$; Term$
RETURN
REM
PRINT.TITLE:
REM ========================= =_==
Term$ = CHR$(3)
lf$ = CHR$(10) + CHR$(13) + CHR$(3)
PRINT 11, "SP 1;"
IF LJP$ = "" THEN SET.TIME = TIMER + 2: WHILE TIMER < SET.TIME: WEND
PRINT #1, "SC -30 5 -1 1;"
PRINT #1, "DI 0 -1; SI .298 .405;PU 5 1; CP 0,-1;LB"; FILEM
title$; Term$
PRINT #1, 'DI 0 -1; SI .19 .27;PU 5 1; CP 0,-3;LBDate:"; DATES
; SPACE$(5); "Time:"; TIME$; lf$
RETURN
REM =
PRINT.MESSAGE:
CLS
LOCATE 5,1
IF LJP$ = "L" THEN
PRINT "The file you wish to plot using the LaserJet has"
PRINT "been sent to a print file called ("; FILE1$; "J"
PRINT "In order to print this file now you need to have DESQview"
PRINT "installed. If you have installed DESQview tap the ALT key to"
PRINT "invoke it. Then hit S and switch programs to LaserPlotter."
PRINT "[If you have not installed LaserPlotter type LP to get
it going.)"
PRINT "You will now be in the LaserPlotter program. Choose Files and"
PRINT "then "; FILE1$; "."
PRINT "The LaserPlotter program will run in the background but you"
PRINT "must return and hit any key to continue."
PRINT "S allows you to switch back and forth among the programs."
PRINT 'It is not a good idea to switch when in the Screen (3)'
PRINT "graphics plotting mode.Good Luck!"
END IF
LOCATE 19, 1: PRINT "Hit any key to return": ans$ = INPUT$(1)
RETURN
END SUB
DEFSNG A-H
SUB SPEX (IDIR, NPULS #)
LOCATE 18, 10
PRINT "SET COMPUDRIVE UNIT :RED UP, YELLOW UP, GREEN UP"
LOCATE 20, 10
PRINT "TURN DPC-2 ON, CLOSE THE SLITS"131
LOCATE 22, 10
PRINT "HIT RETURN WHEN READY TO SCAN THE SPEX"
WHILE INKEY$ = ""
WEND
IF IDIR = 0 THEN NPULS# = NPULS# + 1000
RATE = .001
CALL STEPSP(IDIR, NPULS #, RATE)
IF IDIR = 1 THEN GOTO 8888
NPULS# = 1000
IDIR = 1
CALL STEPSP(IDIR, NPULS #, RATE)
8888 :END SUB
SUB STEPSP (IDIR, NPULS #, RATE)
.* THIS ROUTINE SCANS THE SPEX MONOCHROMATOR EITHER *
,., DIRECTION. 50 PULSES MOVES THE GRATING 1 ANGSTROM
* *
,* PORT C COMPUDRIVE *
,* *
.* <OUT> <IN> *
,* 0 8 ; DIRECTION *
* 1 7 ; PULSE OUT *
,* 2 10 ; COMPUTER CONTROL*
* *
,* <IN> <OUT> *
,* 4 24 ; LOW LIMIT *
'* 6 25 ; HIGH LIMIT *
* 13 ; GROUND *
* *
CONT = 1823
PORTC = 1822
OUT CONT, &H98
IF IDIR = 0 THEN
OUT PORTC, 0
ELSEIF IDIR = 1 THEN
OUT PORTC, 1
END IF
IF IDIR = 0 THEN
GOTO 777
ELSEIF IDIR = 1 THEN
GOTO 666
END IF
666 : PULSHI = 3: PULSLO = 1
GOTO 555
777 : PULSHI = 2: PULSLO = 0
555 : FOR I = 1 TO NPULS#
FOR J = 1 TO 5
OUT PORTC, PULSHI 'this is a pulse width
NEXT J
FOR J = 1 TO 5
OUT PORTC, PULSLO
NEXT J
go.time = TIMER + RATE
WHILE TIMER < go.time: WEND 'this is a delay between pulses132
NEXT I
9999: END SUB133
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DECLARE SUB sign1 (BYVA1 AS INTEGER, BYVAL m AS INTEGER,
BYVAL n AS INTEGER, BYVAL o AS INTEGER)
DECLARE SUB Plotroutine (File$)
DEFINT N-W
DIM SigO(2050), Xsig(2050), Ave(2050), Message$(10)
SCREEN 0
'*BIO.BAS is designed for taking lifetime measurements
'*with the Biomation.The program which actually gets the
signal is the assembly program SIGNL.ASM.BIO.BAS makes
,*a call to a plotting routine designed for plottingwith
'*an HP7470A plotter or the LaserJet.
'*BIO.BAS finished 8/4/89.
main:
GOSUB Get.Parameters
GOSUB Get.Data
GOSUB Screen.Plot
again:
CLS
LOCATE 10, 10
PRINT "Get more Data, Save data or Quit? (G/S/Q) ",
ans$ = UCASE$(INPUT$(1))
LOCATE 10, 1: PRINT SPACE$(79)
IF ans$ "G" THEN GOTO main
IF ans$ = "Q" THEN
END
END IF
IF ans$ = "S' THEN
GOSUB Save.Data
ELSE GOTO again
END IF
GOSUB Hardcopy
GOTO again
Get. Parameters:
CLS
LOCATE 10, 10
INPUT "Enter the number of Data points.(Max = 2048) ", Ndpts%
LOCATE 12, 10
INPUT "Enter the number of Shots per point,Default = 1.", Shots%
IF Shots% = 0 THEN Shots% = 1
Repeat:
LOCATE 14, 10
INPUT "Enter the time interval between points. ", Interval!
Interval! = 1
IF Interval! . 0 THEN GOTO Repeat
RETURN
Get.Data:
SigO(0) = Ndpts% * Interval!
FOR I = 0 TO 2048136
SigO(I) = 0
NEXT I
LOCATE 20, 10
PRINT "Set the Biomation to Auto output mode andit Return"
WHILE INKEY$ = "": WEND
LOCATE 20, 1: PRINT SPACE$(79)
Ndpts(0) = Ndpta%
FOR I = 1 TO Shots%
CALL signl(VARSEG(Sig0(0)), VARPTR(Sig0(0)), VARSEG(Ndpts(0)),
VARPTR(Ndpts(0)))
FOR J = 1 TO (Ndpts%)
IF SigO(J) > 127 THEN SigO(J) = 255 - SigO(J)
NEXT J
FOR K = 1 TO (Ndpts%)
Ave(K) = Ave(K) + SigO(K) / Shota% ' Average the data
NEXT K
NEXT I
RETURN
Screen.Plot:
CLS
SCREEN 3
WINDOW (0, 0)-(((Ndpts% - 1)* Interval!), 170)
LINE (0, 42)-(((Ndpts% - 1)* Interval!), 170), ,
LOCATE 20, 1: PRINT "0.0 "
LOCATE 20, 72: PRINT USING "ii,f.iii"; ((Ndpta% - 1)* Interval!)
LOCATE 21, 35: PRINT "i of points"
Range = (Ndpts% * Interval!)
tick.X = Range / 10
tick.Y = 128 / 10
FOR I = 0 TO 9
PRESET (tick.X * I, 42)
LINE (tick.X * I, 42)-(tick.X I, 44)
PRESET (0, (tick.Y * I) + 42)
LINE (0, (tick.Y * I) + 42)-(Range / 100, (tick.Y * I) + 42)
NEXT I
FOR I = 1 TO Ndpts%
Xsig(I) = Interval! * I
NEXT I
FOR I = 1 TO Ndpts%
IF I = 1 THEN
LINE (Xsig(0), SigO(1) + 42)-(Xsig(1), SigO(1) + 42)
GOTO Next.I
END IF
PSET (Xsig(I), SigO(I) + 42)
LINE (Xsig(I - 1), SigO(I - 1) + 42)-(Xsig(I), SigO(I) + 42)
Next.I: NEXT I
WHILE INKEY$ = "": WEND
RETURN
Save.Data:
LOCATE 22, 5
PRINT "Write the data to disk [Y/N17 ",
ans$ = UCASES(INPUT$(1))
LOCATE 22, 1: PRINT SPACE$(79)
IF ans$ = "N" THEN SCREEN 0: RETURN
LOCATE 22, 5
INPUT "Enter the file name "; File$LOCATE 22, 1: PRINT SPACE$(79)
Sample$ = "
LOCATE 22, 5
INPUT "Enter the sample interval ";, Sample$
LOCATE 22, 1: PRINT SPACE$(79)
index = 0
ansl$ "
FOR I = 1 TO 5
index = I - 1
LOCATE 22, 5
PRINTAny other messages?There is a Maximum of S lines. [Y /N)
ana$ = UCASE$(INPUT$(1))
IF ana$ = 'N" THEN
I = 10: LOCATE 22, 1: PRINT SPACE$(79): GOTO Leave
END IF
LOCATE 23, 5
PRINT "("; I; ")Message?": LOCATE 23, 28: INPUT "", ansl$
Message$(I) ansl$
LOCATE 22, 1: PRINT SPACE$(79)
LOCATE 23, 1: PRINT SPACE$(79)
Leave: NEXT I
OPEN File$ FOR OUTPUT AS #1
PRINT #1, DATES, TIMES, index, Sample5
FOR I = 1 TO index
PRINT #1, Message$(I)
NEXT I
PRINT #1, Ndpts%, Shots%
FOR I = 1 TO Ndpts%
PRINT Interval; I, SigO(I)
NEXT I
CLOSE #1
SCREEN 0
RETURN
Hardcopy:
CLS
LOCATE 10, 10
PRINT "Would you like a Hardcopy of the data?1Y/N)",
ans$ = UCASE$(INPUT5(1))
IF ans$ = "N" THEN GOTO again
CALL Plotroutine(File$)
RETURN
Handler:
CLOSE #2
PRINT "File Not Found"
PRINT "Press <RETURN> to resume program"
ans$ = INPUT$(1)
RESUME redo
redo:
PRINT "Would you like to try again"
ans$ = UCASEWNPUT$(1))
IF ans$ = "Y" THEN GOTO Hardcopy
IF ans$ = "N" THEN GOTO again
GOTO again
END
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DEFSNG N-W
SUB Plotroutine (File$)
This Routine sends the data to an HP7470A Plotter
'* or to a print file to be used in conjuction with
'* LaserPlotter and the LaserJet.
'* Updated July 31,1989.
******* Ift*k********
DIM SigX(3000), Sig(3000)
DEFINT A-H
SCREEN 0, 0, 0
CLS
GOSUB OUTPUT.TYPE
GOSUB GET.DAT
GOSUB X.Y.TICK
GOSUB LABLES
GOSUB PLOT.DAT
GOSUB TITLES
GOSUB CHOICE. PARAMETERS
PRINT #1, "sp;pu-30 0;"
CLOSE 01
EXIT SUB
OUTPUT.TYPE:
REM =============== === ===_===__=======_=====_=
agalnl:
LOCATE 10, 10: PRINT "Would you like to plot this on the HP7470A"
LOCATE 11, 10: PRINT "or the LASERJET [H OR 14?"
LOCATE 12, 10: PRINT "Q to quit",
ans$ = UCASEWNPUT$(1))
IF ans$ = "H" THEN HPlot$ = ans$ ELSE HPlot$ = ""
IF ans$ = "L" THEN LJPS = ans$ ELSE LJP$ = ""
IF HPlot$ = "H" THEN OPEN "COM1: 9600" FOR OUTPUT AS #1
IF LJP$ = "L" THEN
LOCATE 10, 1: PRINT SPACE$(79): LOCATE 11, 1: PRINT SPACE$(79)
LOCATE 12, 1: PRINT SPACE$(79): LOCATE 11, 1: PRINT SPACE$(79)
LOCATE 10, 5
INPUT "What is the output file name?", defile$
IF defile$ = "" THEN
defilel$ = "C:\QB45\OUTPUT.PLT"
ELSE defilel$ = defile$
END IF
LOCATE 10, 1: PRINT SPACE$(79): LOCATE 11, 1: PRINT SPACE$(79)
LOCATE 10, 5
PRINT "The Output file will be called"; defilel$
set.time = TIMER + 2: WHILE TIMER < set.time: WEND
IF FILE1$ = "" THEN FILE1$ = defilel$
FILE1$ = UCASE$(FILE1S)
OPEN FILE1$ FOR OUTPUT AS 01
END IF
IF ans$ = "Q" THEN CLOSE fl: EXIT SUB
IF ans$ = "" THEN139
LOCATE 8, 10: PRINT " You must answer ": GOTO againl
END IF
RETURN
GET.DAT:
REM ....========.==.=. ==== .====.===
Again2:
CLS
LOCATE 10, 5
PRINT "Is the File name correct ("; File5; ") (Y/N)"
ans$UCASE$(INPUT$(1))
FileO$ = File$
IF ans$ "N" THEN
LOCATE 11, 5
PRINT "Enter the File name "
LOCATE 13, 5: INPUT "plus the path: ", FileO$
END IF
CLS
IF File0$"" THEN EXIT SUB
FileO$ = UCASE$(FileO$)
LOCATE 10, 1: PRINT SPACE$(79): LOCATE 11, 1: PRINT SPACE$(79)
ON ERROR GOTO Handler
Ndpts% = 0
OPEN FileO$ FOR INPUT AS #2
INPUT #2, time, date, index, Sample$
FOR I - 1 TO index
INPUT #2, dum$ ' Skip over the messages
NEXT I
INPUT #2, Ndpts%, Shots%
FOR idat = 1 TO Ndpts%
INPUT #2, SigX(idat), Sig(idat)
Sig(idat) = Sig(idat) * (10 / 128)
LOCATE 10, 10: PRINT USING "iii#4# +##.###"; SigX(idat)
; Sig(idat)
NEXT idat
CLOSE #2
AERO = SigX(1)
AER1 = SigX(Ndpts%)
RETURN
X.Y.TICX:
REM
Xtic = Ndpts% / 10: ytic = 1
xbox * Xtic / 10
ybox = ytic / 10
mx = Ndpts% / 200: my = 10 / 200
'Box around Data point
'Part of the Box
PRINT #1, "IN IP 0 0 10300 7560 SC"; .13 * -Ndpts%; 1.3 * Ndpts%
; -2; 10.8; ";"
PRINT #1, "SP 1 PU PA"; 0; 0; "PD"; 0; 10; Ndpts%; 10; Ndpts%
;0; 0; 0; ";"
FOR X = Xtic TO Ndpts% STEP Xtic
PRINT #1, 'PU PA"; X; my; "PD"; X; "0 PU;";
IF LJPS = "" THEN
set.time = TIMER + .5: WHILE TIMER < set.time: WEND
END IF
NEXT X
PRINT #1,140
FOR Y = ytic TO (10) STEP ytic
PRINT #1, "PA"; 0; Y; "PD"; mx; Y; "PU;"
IF LJP$ = "" THEN
set.time = TIMER + .2: WHILE TIMER < set.time: WEND
END IF
NEXT Y
Xlabel$ = "PU # # # #. #,- .2;CP -3.5 -.5;LB1111.11" + CHR$(3) + ";"
FOR X = 0 TO 1.05 * Ndpts% STEP 2 * Xtic
Xlabel = AERO + (X / Ndpts%) * (AER1 - AERO)
PRINT #1, USING Xlabel$; X; Xlabel
IF LJP$ = "" THEN
set.time = TIMER + 1: WHILE TIMER < set.time: WEND
END IF
NEXT X
IF LJP$ = "" THEN set.time = TIMER + 5: WHILE TIMER < set.time: WEND
Ylabel$ = -PU0,11.01;CP-5.25 - .25;L8 # #. # #" + CHR$(3) + ';"
FOR Y = 0 TO 10 STEP 2
PRINT #1, USING Ylabel$; Y; Y
IF LJP$ = "" THEN
set.time = TIMER + 1: WHILE TIMER < set.time: WEND
END IF
NEXT Y
RETURN
LABLES:
REM ..... =============== ===_====_=============
REM This routine Lablea the axes with x = wavenumbers and
REM y = volts
Term$ = CHR$(3)
Xlable$ = "NUMBER OF DATA POINTS"
Xlbl = LEN(Xlable$) + 1
PRINT #1, "PU"; Ndpts% / 2; -1; "CP"; -(X1b1 / 2); -.5; "LB"; Xlable$
; Term$
IF LJP$ = "" THEN set.time = TIMER + .5: WHILE TIMER < set.time: WEND
Ylable$ = "" '"VOLTS"
ylbl = LEN(Ylable$)
PRINT #1, "PU"; -.1 * Ndpts%; 5; "DI 0 1"; "CP"; -(y1b1 / 2), 0; "LB"
; Ylable$; Term$
RETURN
PLOT.DAT:
REM = = == ==
PRINT #1, "SP 2;"
IF LJP$ = "" THEN set.time = TIMER + 15: WHILE TIMER < set.time: WEND
PRINT #1, "PA PU"; 1; Sig(1); ";"
FOR I = 1 TO Ndpts%
PRINT #1, "PD"; I; Sig(I); ";"
IF LJP$ = "" THEN
aet.time = TIMER + .08: WHILE TIMER < aet.time: WEND
END IF
NEXT I
PRINT #1, "PU;SP;"
RETURN
TITLES:
REM ============== == == ================= ==== ===141
REM The routine Titles inputs the title of the plot
LOCATE 10, 1: PRINT SPACE$(79): LOCATE 11, 1:PRINT SPACE$(79)
LOCATE 10, 1
INPUT "What is the Title"; title$
RETURN
CHOICE. PARAMETERS:
REM ============= ===== ===== ====== ==
CLS
LOCATE 10, 1: PRINT SPACE$(79)
LOCATE 8, 3: PRINT CHR$(201) '218
LOCATE 8, 72: PRINT CHR$(187) '191
LOCATE 18, 3: PRINT CHRS(200) '192
LOCATE 18, 72: PRINT CHR$(188) '217
FOR I = 4 TO 71
LOCATE 8, I: PRINT CHR$(205) '196
LOCATE 18, I: PRINT CHR$(205) '196
NEXT I
FOR I = 9 TO 17
LOCATE I, 3: PRINT CHR$(186): LOCATE I, 72: PRINTCHR$(186) '179
NEXT I
LOCATE 6, 20: PRINT "YOU HAVE THE FOLLOWING CHOICES"
LOCATE 10, 5
PRINT "YOU MAY: ": LOCATE 12, 5
PRINT "(1)Input your own text '
LOCATE 14, 5
PRINT "(2)Print the title only ":
LOCATE 16, 5
PRINT '(3)<RETURN> for none of the above *
LOCATE 20, 20: PRINT "Choose [1,2,3 or Return) ",
COLOR 0, 7
LOCATE 12, 60: PRINT CHR$(0) + "1" + CHR$(0)
LOCATE 14, 60: PRINT CHR$(0) + "2" + CHR$(0)
LOCATE 16, 59: PRINT "Return"
COLOR 7, 0
ans3$ = INPUT$(1)
ans3 = VAL(ans3$)
IF ans3 = 1 THEN GOSUB SOME.TEXT
IF ans3 = 2 THEN GOSUB PRINT.TITLE
PRINT #1, "sp;pu-30 0;"
RETURN
SOME.TEXT:
REM ========================= =___=_==============_======
REM This Subroutine allows the input of 5 lines of your ownchoosing
REM after the file name and the title have been printed
CLS
LOCATE 7, 5
PRINT "4 lines of text may be written at this point.{E will exit}"
LOCATE 8, 5: PRINT "Type <Return> to begin."
LOCATE 9,5
PRINT "Type <Return> at the end of each line.":LOCATE 11, 5
ansl$ = UCASES(INPUTS(1))
IF ansl$ = "E" GOTO CHOICE.PARAMETERS
LINE INPUT "1.)"; Textl$: LOCATE 12, 5
LINE INPUT "2.)"; Text2$: LOCATE 13, 5:142
LINE INPUT "3.)"; Text3$: LOCATE 14, 5
LINE INPUT "4.)"; Text4$: LOCATE 15, 5
LINE INPUT "5.)"; Text5$:
GOSUB PRINT.TITLE
IF LJP$ = "" THEN set.time = TIMER + 2: WHILE TIMER < set.time: WEND
PRINT #1, "PU 1.2 1; LB"; Textl$; lf$
PRINT il, "PU 0.18 1; LB"; Text2S; lf$
IF Textl$ = "" THEN GOTO skipl
IF LJP$ = "" THEN set.time = TIMER + 7: WHILE TIMER < set.time: WEND
skipl:
PRINT #1, "PU -.6 1; LB"; Text3$; lf$
PRINT #1, "PU -1.5 1; LB"; Text4$; lf$
IF Text3$ = "" THEN GOTO skip2
IF LJP$ = "" THEN set.time = TIMER + 5: WHILE TIMER < set.time: WEND
skip2:
PRINT #1, "PU -2 1; LB"; Text5$; Term$
RETURN
PRINT.TITLE:
REM =======-= =========___=_=.=__====.===========__===
Interval$ = "Sample Interval"
Term$ = CHR$(3)
lf$ = CHR$(10) + CHR$(13) + CHR$(3)
PRINT #1, "SP 1;"
IF LJP$ = "" THEN set.time = TIMER + 2: WHILE TIMER < set.time: WEND
PRINT #1, "SC -30 5 -1 1;"
PRINT #1, "DI 0 -1; SI .298 .405;PU 5 1; CP 0,-1;LB"; File05; "
; title$; lf$
PRINT #1, "DI 0 -1; SI .19 .27;PU 5 1; CP 0,-3;LBDate:"; DATE$
; SPACE$(5); "Time:"; TIME$; lf$
PRINT #1, "DI 0 -1; SI .19 .27;PU 4.2 1; CP 0,-3;LB"; Interval$
; SPACE$(5); Sample5; Term$;
RETURN
END SUBTITLE SIGNL
* NAME :SIGNL
* PURPOSE : THIS PROGRAM COLLECTS INUM A/D VALUES FROM THE
BIOMATION TRANSIENT DIGITIZER
USAGE :CALL SIGNL(IDATA,INUM)
IDATA : ARRAY OF A/D VALUES SENT TO MAIN
INUM : NUMBER OF DATA PT.S TO SEND
XYUNG H.LEE
1987 6.
DATA SEGMENT word
DATA ENDS
DGROUPGROUPDATA
PUBLIC'DATA'
DAC EQU 710H
CONT EQU DAC+15
MDAC EQU 300H
MCONT EQU MDAC+3
PORTAEQU DAC+12
PORTBEQU DAC+13
PORTCEQU DAC+14
MPORTAEQU MDAC +O
MPORTBEQU MDAC+1
MPORTCEQU MDAC+2
BIT7 EQU 10000000B
BIT6 EQU 01000000B
BITS EQU 00100000b
BIT3 EQU 000010008
ROTS EQU 110111118
con equ 43h
t2 equ 42h
tset equ Ob4h
enab equ 61h
timehequ 00h
timelequ 77h
;ADDRESS OF THE FIRST DAC
;ADDRESS OF THE 8255 CONTROL PORT
;BASE ADDRESS OF METRABYTE I/O BOARD
;ADDRESS OF THE METRABYTE CONTROL PORT
;ADDRESS OF PORT A
;ADDRESS OF PORT B
;ADDRESS OF PORT C
;ADDRESS OF MPORT A
;ADDRESS OF MPORT B
;ADDRESS OF MPORT C
;SET BIT 7
;SET BIT 6
;set bit 5
;SET BIT 3
;COMPLEMENT FOR BIT 5
CODE SEGMENT BYTE PUBLIC'CODE'
ASSUMECS:CODE,DS:DGROUP
PUBLICSIGNL
SIGNLPROC
PUSH
PUSH
PUSH
MOV
NOV
MOV
JMP
OUT
NOV
MOV
JMP
OUT
NOV
FAR
BP
ES
DI
BP, SP
DX, CONT
AL,98H
$+2
DX, AL
DX, MCONT
AL,90H
$+2
DX, AL
BX, 2048
;USE BP TO GET/RETURN DATA
;USE PORT A AS INPUT,PORTB OUTPUT
;USE MPORT B AND MPORT C AS OUTPUT,
;MPORT A AS INPUT
143rec: mov
MOV
IN
TEST
JZ
NOP
NOP
NOP
MOV
MOV
JMP
OUT
HOP
NOP
NOP
NOP
MOV
JMP
OUT
DEC
JNZ
prep:mov
out
nop
mov
out
nop
nop
mov
out
in
or
out
read:mov
out
nop
in
mov
in
mov
cmp
jb
mov
imp
zero:mov
dec
jnz
mov
mov
dec
jnz
mov
eos: in
test
jz
dx,Offh
DX, PORTA
AL, DX
AL,BIT7
REC
DX, PORTS
AL,128
$+2
DX,AL
AL,0
$+2
DX,AL
BX
REC
al,tset
con, al
al,timel
t2,a1
al,timeh
t2,a1
al,enab
a1,1
enab,a1
a1,0c0h
con, al
al,t2
dl,al
al,t2
dh,a1
cs:old,dx
zero
cs:old,dx
read
cs:old,dx
cs:second
read
dx,30
cs:second,dx
bh
read
dx,portc
al,dx
al,bit7
eos
;CHECK BIOMATION FLAG
;SEND COMMAND PULSE TO BIOMATION
;SET 87 HIGH
;END OF PULSE
;SET B7 LOW
;DECREMENT # OF PULSES
;IF NOT ZERO, SEND ANOTHER PULSE
;wait about 30 msec before checking the eos
;check end of recording with record signal
;from back of the panel, this goes back
;to high when recording is finished
144MOV DX,MPORTB
MOV AL,O
JMP $+2
OUT DX, AL
MOV DX, MPORTC
NOV AL,OBH
JMP $+2
OUT DX, AL
LES DI,(BP+10)
MOV BX,ES:(DI)
LES DI,(BP+14)
Ll MOV DX,PORTA
IN AL, DX
TEST AL,BIT7
JZ Ll
NOP
HOP
NOP
MOV DX, MPORTA
JMP $+2
IN AL,DX
AND AX,OOFFH
INC DI
INC DI
MOV ES:(DI],AX
NOV DX, PORTS
MOV AL,128
JMP 5 +2
OUT DX,AL
HOP
NOP
NOP
NOP
MOV AL,O
JMP $+2
OUT DX,AL
DEC BX
JNZ LI
L2 MOV DX,PORTA
JMP $+2
IN AL, DX
TEST AL,BIT7
NOP
NOP
NOP
JZ L2
MOV DX, MPORTB
MOV AL,08H
JMP $+2
OUT DX, AL
MOV DX,MPORTC
MOV AL,08H
JMP $+2
OUT DX, AL
;C4,..00,87,..80:THIS 13 BITS ARE
;OPERAND TO THE BIOMATION
;ENABLE OUTPUT OF DATA
;POINT TO INUH
;POINT TO THE ADDRESS OF DATA ARRAY
;CHECK FLAG FROM BIOMATION
;READ THE DATA
;CLEAR THE UPPER BITS
;LOAD THE DATA
;SEND COMMAND PULSE TO BIOMATION
;SET B7 HIGH
;END OF PULSE
;SET 87 LOW
;DECREMENT # OF DATA POINT
;IF NOT ZERO, TRANSFER ANOTHER DATA
;CHECK FLAG FROM BIOMATION
;SET PROGRAM MASK TO OUTPUT
145MOV DX, PORTS
MOV AL,128
JMP $+2
OUT DX,AL
HOP
NOP
NOP
NOP
MOV AL,O
JMP $+2
OUT DX, AL
L3 MOV DX,PORTA
JMP $+2
IN AL, DX
TEST AL,BIT7
JZ L3
NOP
NOP
HOP
MOV DX, MPORTB
JMP $+2
MOV AL, 0
JMP $+2
OUT DX, AL
MOV DX,MPORTC
JMP $+2
MOV AL,OEH
JMP $+2
OUT DX, AL
NOP
MOV DX, PORTS
MOV AL,128
JMP $+2
OUT DX,AL
NOP
NOP
NOP
NOP
MOV AL,O
JMP $+2
OUT DX, AL
L4 MOV DX,PORTA
JMP $+2
IN AL, DX
TEST AL,BIT7
JZ L4
NOP
NOP
NOP
MOV DX, MPORTB
JMP $+2
MOV AL,O1H
JMP $+2
OUT DX, AL
MOV DX,MPORTC
MOV AL,OEH
JMP $+2
;SEND COMMAND PULSE TO BIOMATION
;SET 87 HIGH
;END OF PULSE
;CHECK FLAG FROM BIOMATION
;OUTPUT MODE OFF
;SEND COMMAND PULSE TO BIOMATION
;SET B7 HIGH
;END OF PULSE
;CHECK FLAG FROM BIOMATION
;OUTPUT MODE AUTO
146OUT DX, AL
NOP
MOV DX, PORTS
MOV AL,128
JMP $+2
OUT DX,AL
NOP
NOP
NOP
NOP
NOV AL,O
JMP $+2
OUT DX, AL
LS NOV DX,PORTA
JMP $+2
IN AL, DX
TEST AL,BIT7
JZ L5
NOP
NOP
NOP
MOV DX, MPORTB
JMP $+2
MOV AL, 0
JMP $+2
OUT DX, AL
MOV DX,MPORTC
MOV AL,08H
JMP $+2
OUT DX, AL
NOP
MOV DX, PORTS
MOV AL,128
JMP $+2
OUT DX,AL
NOP
NOP
NOP
NOP
MOV AL,O
JMP $+2
OUT DX, AL
L6 MOV DX,PORTA
JMP $+2
IN AL, DX
TEST AL,BIT7
JZ L6
NOP
NOP
NOP
MOV DX, MPORTB
MOV AL, 0
JMP $+2
OUT DX,AL
NOV DX, MPORTC
JMP $+2
MOV AL,OBH
JMP $+2
;SEND COMMAND PULSE TO BIOMATION
;SET B7 HIGH
;END OF PULSE
;CHECK FLAG FROM BIOMATION
;SET PROGRAM MASK TO FRONT PANEL
;SEND COMMAND PULSE TO BIOMATION
;SET B7 HIGH
;END OF PULSE
;CHECK FLAG FROM BIOMATION
;ENABLE OUTPUT DATA AGAIN
147OUT DX, AL
NOP
MOV DX, FORTH
MOV AL,128
JMP $+2
OUT DX,AL
NOP
HOP
NOP
NOP
NOV AL,O
JHP $+2
OUT DX, AL
STOP: POP DI
POP ES
POP BP
RET 8
second: dw 3000
old: dw 256*timeh*timel
SIGNLENDP
CODE ENDS
END
;SEND COMMAND PULSE TO BIOMATION
;SET B7 HIGH
;END OF PULSE
;POP 8 BYTES
148